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Abstract
We exploit a large reform of capital-gains taxation in Germany combined with
portfolio-level daily panel data to study the causal effect of taxes on individual
stock-trading behavior and the disposition effect. We find substantial spikes in sell-
ing probabilities around an intertemporal tax discontinuity, and no such spikes after
the abolishment of the discontinuity. Using difference-in-bunching methods, non-
parametric regressions and effective tax rates, we quantify the tax effect and iden-
tify interesting patterns of heterogeneity. We further find evidence that the well-
established disposition effect is strongly affected by the tax discontinuity through
tax motivated selling of both gains and losses.
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1 Introduction
Many aspects of the trading behavior of individual investors are well documented in the
literature.1 One aspect of individual trading behavior which is not well understood con-
cerns the causal effect of taxes. Capital gains are an important component of private
savings (Fagereng et al., 2019) and realized capital gains are subject to investor-level
taxes in most countries around the world. It is therefore important to have a proper
understanding of how capital-gains taxes affect capital-gains realizations of private in-
vestors.
In theory, realization-based taxes on capital gains induce investors to defer the
realization of gains (lock-in effect) and to realize losses as they accrue (because losses can
be used to offset taxable gains).2 However, it has been suggested that such effects of taxes
on individual trading behavior are often swamped or offset by non-tax considerations
(Hanlon and Heitzman, 2010). In particular, the well documented disposition effect,
according to which investors are more likely to realize gains than to realize losses (Shefrin
and Statman, 1985; Odean, 1998), runs in opposite direction than the effect of capital-
gains taxes on individual investment behavior (Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001).
These considerations constitute the motivation for the research questions in this
paper: First, we study the causal effect of capital-gains taxes on individual-level holding
periods and selling probabilities of private stock-market investments. Second, we study
the causal effect of taxes on the disposition effect. The literature has touched upon these
two research questions (for example in Barber and Odean (2004) and Ivković et al. (2005);
see below and section 2 for more literature), but the evidence is surprisingly limited and
our paper aims to move beyond existing studies in understanding the role of investor-level
taxes in trading markets. To address the research questions, appropriate micro-level data
need to be combined with an institutional set-up that offers plausible exogenous variation
in taxes.
However, micro-level data for individual investors and exogenous variation in capital-
gains tax rates are scarce (Poterba (2001), for example, discusses the difficulties of iden-
tifying tax effects in investment behavior).3 As a result, the combination of appropriate
micro data with a convincing quasi-experimental institutional set-up does not exist in
1See Barber and Odean (2013) for an extensive overview of the behavior of individual investors.
2The theoretical effects of taxes on trading behavior are for example discussed in Constantinides
(1984) and Ivković et al. (2005). We elaborate on the theoretical predictions in the context of our set-up
further below in the Introduction.
3For example, in the US setting it is difficult to isolate the effect of capital-gains taxes because other
features of the tax system interfere. In particular, losses can be off-set against ordinary income, which
gives an incentive to sell losses towards the end of the calendar year. In addition, there is a step-up of
the basis when stocks are bequested. This implies a zero capital gains tax rate when holding stocks in
the long run, i.e. until death. Our German set-up does not have these features.
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the literature.4
One strand of literature uses tax-return data to study the link between capital gains
and taxes (e.g., Feldstein et al. (1980), Jacob (2018), Dowd and McClelland (2019). An
early survey is Poterba (2002)). However, tax-return data usually do not include infor-
mation that are important for a comprehensive understanding of tax effects on trading
behavior; for example, they typically only have aggregated information (and thus lack
information about single transactions) and they do not include information about unre-
alized sales. Studies from a different strand of literature use firm and stock level data
to shed light on the effect of investor-level taxes (a review is in Hanlon and Heitzman
(2010)). These data are not on the investor level and therefore do not allow studying the
individual tax responses of investors.
Another set of papers overcomes these data challenges and uses individual-level
investor data obtained from brokerage houses to study the link between taxes and trading
behavior (e.g., Odean (1998), Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001), Barber and Odean (2004),
Ivković et al. (2005)). The identification of tax effects in this literature is often based
on the comparison of trading behavior in taxable accounts and non-taxable accounts.
However, there likely exist differences in trading behavior between these accounts for non-
tax reasons and it is therefore difficult to isolate the tax effect in such a setting. Another
approach is to compare trading patterns in December and the rest of the year, and
attribute December differences to taxes because of end-of-year tax planning. However,
as we show below, such an approach offers no direct evidence of tax effects and might for
example be confounded by the momentum effect, window dressing or an overall tendency
of investors to ’clean-up’ their portfolios towards the end of the year.
In our paper, we add to the existing literature by combining individual-level investor
data with a large tax reform that is exploited for causal identification. This set-up
allows us to study the direct causal effect of capital-gains taxes on individual trading
behavior. We use confidential portfolio-level data provided by a large commercial bank
in Germany.5 These data contain daily information about the entire trading behavior
(including purchases and sales of stocks and other assets) in a panel of approximately
100,000 individual investors for the period 1999 to 2016. Benchmarking with official
statistics and the comparable US data set used in e.g. Odean (1998), we show that our
sample of investors is representative for the overall population of German investors and
similar to U.S. investors. We focus on the trades of stocks in our analyses and explore
the effect of taxes on the holding duration and selling probabilities of stocks.
4In the following, we provide a brief overview of different literature strands to illustrate the contribu-
tion of our study. An extensive review of the literature is presented in section 2.
5The type of data are comparable to the frequently used US data set which is propriety data from
a discount brokerage house (e.g. Odean (1998); Barber and Odean (2000, 2001)). Our data have for
example been used by Leuz et al. (2017).
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To identify causal tax effects, we exploit the institutional setting of capital-gains
taxation in Germany before and after a large reform in 2009. This reform consisted of
the following components: i) Before the reform, short-term gains with a holding period
of less than one year were taxed at half of the marginal tax rate of the selling investor.
Long-term gains with a holding period of more than one year were tax exempt. Short-
term losses with a holding period of less than a year could be used to offset tax-relevant
gains (but, unlike the US, not ordinary income). As a result, the pre-reform tax system
created a holding-period based intertemporal tax discontinuity in the taxation of capital
gains.6 The pre-reform system is thus similar to the tax set-up in the US that also
differentiates between long-term and short-term gains, though the German pre-reform
system has a larger tax differential (with tax free long-term gains). This intertemporal
tax discontinuity tax was abolished in the context of the reform. ii) After the reform,
all capital gains are subject to a flat tax of 25%. That is, capital-gains taxes became
independent of the individual marginal tax rate and independent of the holding duration
of the sold asset.
We start our empirical analysis with a ’raw-data’ investigation of the number of
realized sales around the holding-period dependent tax discontinuity. For this purpose,
we non-parametrically plot the number of sales (in bins of seven days) by holding duration
before and after the reform and separately for losses and gains. Theoretically (following
e.g., Constantinides (1984)), we expect that tax-sensitive investors realize losses as long as
they can be deducted from the tax base (i.e., before the intertemporal tax discontinuity is
crossed). This implies that we should see an increased number of realized losses before the
tax discontinuity in pre-reform years. On the other hand, tax-sensitive investors should
delay the sale of gains until they qualify for the preferential tax treatment. We thus
expect an increased number of realized gains after the tax discontinuity in pre-reform
years.7 As the holding period is not tax relevant in post-reform years, we do not expect
to find any irregularities in the number of sold gains or losses around the 365-days holding
period.
The empirical findings are consistent with the predictions. We see in pre-reform
years that the number of sold losses spikes sharply just before the 365-days tax disconti-
nuity. The number of sold losses in the seven days before the tax discontinuity is roughly
3.2 times as large as the number of sold losses during the seven-day bin just after the tax
6The term ’intertemporal tax discontinuity’ was coined by Shackelford and Verrecchia (2002) to
describe ’a circumstance in which different tax rates are applied to gains realized at one point in time
versus some other point in time’ (Abstract). We follow this terminology and use it throughout the paper.
7The model in Constantinides (1984) further predicts that gains should be realized immediately once
they qualify for the lower long-term tax rate (or held until death). This implies that we should see a
spike in the number of sales to the right of the tax discontinuity (i.e, during the first week after 365
holding-period days). Losses, on the other hand, should be realized as they accrue, according to the
model, and their realizations do not necessarily spike anywhere in the short-term-tax period.
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discontinuity. We further see that investors defer sales of gains until they have reached
the 365-days holding period; there is a a sharp spike in the number of sold gains in the
weeks just after the 365-days tax discontinuity.8 Our findings are not driven by a few
very tax-sensitive investors; the number of distinct investors who sell share packages also
spikes around the tax discontinuity.
In the post-reform years where the 365-days tax discontinuity is not tax relevant, we
see no spikes or other irregularities around the holding period of 365 days. The absence
of any spikes whatsoever in post-reform years clearly suggests that the pre-reform spikes
are not driven by any non-tax factors and can indeed be attributed to a causal effect of
the tax.
We then estimate the elasticity of the length of the holding period with respect to
the tax rate using a difference-in-bunching approach that exploits data from a time period
without tax discontinuity (the post reform years) to construct the counterfactual distri-
bution (e.g., Brown (2013), Kleven (2016)). In contrast to more conventional bunching
methods, this approach has the advantage that we do need to estimate a counterfactual
distribution that is based on an assumption-intensive extrapolation of regions away from
the tax discontinuity to the region in the neighborhood of the discontinuity.
The first step in this approach is to explore where the excess mass in the number of
sales around the tax discontinuity (in pre reform years) comes from. Are the spikes that
we see to the right (for gains) and to the left (for losses) of the tax discontinuity ’fed’
by sales that investors would have realized before or after the tax discontinuity in the
absence of the tax? For gains, we see that the mass mostly comes from the left of the tax
discontinuity; this suggests that investors delay the sales of gains until they qualify for
tax exemption. For losses, we see that the mass of investors mostly comes from the right
side of the tax discontinuity; this suggests that investors move forward the realization
of sales in order to count them against their tax-relevant gains. We then quantify the
elasticities: the tax elasticity of the holding period for gains ranges between 0.185 and
0.56 (depending on the applicable tax rate of investors). This translates to a tax-induced
increase in the holding period of 16 days for gains. The results for losses are similar: the
elasticity estimates range between 0.195 and 0.59 and the change in the holding period
is roughly 17 days.
Our next approach to quantify the behavioral response to the tax discontinuity is
8It is consistent with the model prediction that we observe a larger number of realized losses to the
left and a larger number of realized gains to the right of the tax discontinuity (also see below where we
discuss in the bunching setting where the ’excess mass’ comes from). The spike in realized gains that
we see in the first week after the tax discontinuity is also consistent with predictions. For losses, the
model does not predict that realizations should spike just before the tax discontinuity (see footnote 7).
However, this finding is consistent with the notion that the intertemporal tax discontinuity serves as a
commitment device for loss-averse investors – as for example described in Shefrin and Statman (1985).
We discuss this notion in more detail in section 7.
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based on effective capital-gains tax rates for gains. We estimate effective tax rates (fol-
lowing the procedure in Ivković et al. (2005)) for the actually observed sales distribution
in pre-reform years as well as a counterfactual scenario that applies the post-reform sales
distribution (which does not include any discontinuity induced behavioral responses) to
the tax parameters of the pre-reform period. Using this approach, we find that investors
manage to reduce their effective tax rate by 11.3% due to behavioral responses.
The next steps of our analysis are based on non-parametric regressions which es-
timate for each day of the holding period the probability that a given asset is sold on
this day of the holding period.9 The non-parametric regressions confirm our previous
results. In pre-reform years, we estimate strongly increased selling probabilities just be-
fore holding periods of 365 days for losses and just after 365 days for gains. We see no
increased selling probabilities around the 365-days tax discontinuity in the post-reform
years, neither for losses nor gains, which is further support of a causal tax effect.
While papers such as Odean (1998), Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) and Ivković
et al. (2005) mostly focus on turn-of-the-year (December) trading of losses, our findings
provide evidence of tax-induced spikes in selling probabilities which are independent of
turn-of-the-year effects: we estimate our regression models separately for stocks sold in
December vs. the rest of the year and find that taxes matter in all months and not
only December. In addition, while evidence of turn-of-the-year trading usually focuses on
losses, we show that tax motivated behavior affects both the selling of losses and gains.
We also estimate non-parametric regressions separately for each year in our sample period.
We see spikes around the 365-days tax discontinuity in all pre-reform years but we never
see any spikes or irregularities around the discontinuity in any of the post-reform years.
Our results are thus not driven by a few exceptional years in our sample.
Average effects of taxes potentially mask heterogeneity across different types of
investors. Our rich data allow us to study several sources of heterogeneity and to un-
derstand which types of investors exhibit the largest tax responses. We focus on three
sources of heterogeneity which have received considerable attention in the trading liter-
ature (e.g., Barber and Odean (2001); Seru et al. (2009); Korniotis and Kumar (2011)):
age, experience and gender. We find strong evidence that tax responsiveness is increasing
in trading experience (conditional on age and other covariates). This finding is based on
the observation that spikes in selling probabilities around the tax discontinuity increase
in experience. We further see that the tax response increases in age (conditional on ex-
perience and other covariates), in particular in the context of losses. Regarding gender,
9The non-parametric regressions allow us to include control variables and interactions, which make
it possible to study heterogeneous effects. In addition, they allow to study the disposition effect in line
with the related literature, which usually uses such a regression framework. We present all regression
results in graphs that plot for each day of holding period the coefficient estimating the probability of
sale.
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we find that men are less likely to sell their losses during the days before the tax discon-
tinuity. We further explore heterogeneity w.r.t the magnitudes of gains and losses, which
has been shown to be potentially relevant in Ivković et al. (2005). We find that the tax
responsiveness increases in the size of the gains or losses and that this effect is about
double as large for losses relative to gains.
A robust finding in the literature on trading behavior is that investors have a larger
propensity to realize gains than to realize losses, the so-called disposition effect. Con-
sidering that the disposition effect and tax effects potentially run in opposite directions
(see intuition above),10 we study how the disposition effect interacts with tax effects. In
post-reform years (without intertemporal tax discontinuity), we observe the disposition
effect on each single day of the holding period; that is, gains are always sold with a higher
probability than losses. This confirms findings in the large literature that documents the
disposition effect. In pre-reform years, however, we detect the disposition effect only for
holding-period days which are sufficiently distant to the tax relevant 365-days tax discon-
tinuity. In the neighborhood to the left of the intertemporal tax discontinuity, we observe
that gains are sold with a much smaller probability than losses. To the right of the tax
discontinuity, gains are sold with a greater probability than losses, but this increased
probability is much larger than the ’usual’ disposition effect that we see in post-reform
years and further away from the tax discontinuity.
We also find evidence that the tax discontinuity affects the disposition effect even
on holding-period days distant from the tax discontinuity. Compared to the post-reform
benchmark (without tax relevant discontinuity), the disposition effect in pre-reform years
tends to be lower during the first year of the holding period and higher after 365 days
holding period have passed on days distant to the 365-days tax discontinuity.11
Relating to papers such as Odean (1998) and Ivković et al. (2005), our findings
provide causal evidence that an intertemporal tax discontinuity affects the disposition
effect. This finding speaks to the discussion in e.g. Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012)
who raise skepticism whether the altered disposition effect toward the end of the year,
as for example suggested by Odean (1998), is driven by tax effects. We add to this
discussion in that we provide clear causal evidence that the disposition effect is affected
by taxes. An additional contribution to the literature on the disposition effect arises
because we find that, in a system with an intertemporal tax discontinuity (such as the
10The intuition behind the relationship between taxes and the disposition effect is described by Grin-
blatt and Keloharju (2001, page 603) as follows: ’The disposition effect can be regarded as the opposite of
tax-loss selling in that investors are holding onto losing stocks more than they are holding onto winning
stocks’.
11Previous literature finds for the U.S. that older and more experienced investors are less prone to
the disposition effect. The findings from our heterogeneity analysis (see above) indicate that age and
gender effects on the disposition effect are driven by tax effects and that heterogeneity in the disposition
effect along the age and experience dimensions would be mitigated in the absence of intertemporal tax
discontinuities – see the Conclusion (section 7) for more discussion on this.
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U.S.), taxes have an effect on trading behavior and the disposition effect throughout the
entire year and not only in December. In addition, our results show that the disposition
effect is strongly affected through tax motivated selling of losses and gains. Overall, our
findings then imply that it is not sufficient to adjust for tax effects by allowing for different
December effects – which is a very common approach in the literature. More generally,
our findings provide novel evidence on the causal determinants of the disposition effect.
As recently suggested by Frydman and Wang (2020), the causes of the disposition effect
are still subject to debate, and we are able to add to this debate in that we show that
capital-gains taxes have an impact on the disposition effect.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related litera-
ture and discusses how our paper contributes to existing findings. Section 3 describes the
institutional background of capital-gains taxation in Germany during our sample period.
Section 4 provides information on the data and the calculation of holding periods in this
data set. We describe the empirical strategy and causal identification in Section 5. The
results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 presents some additional discussions and
concludes the paper.
2 Contribution to the Literature
We relate to (empirical) studies in different fields and literature strands. We therefore be-
lieve that a systematic and extensive overview of the literature studying the tax effects on
trading behavior may be valuable to readers. In the following, we describe the approaches
and findings in the related empirical literature and elaborate on our contribution relative
to the existing studies. We organize the literature review along the different strands of
literature that we identified to be relevant for our paper.
Literature using investor-level trading data from brokerage houses or banks.
First, we relate to a stream of papers that study the link between taxes and individual
trading behavior using portfolio-level micro data. One of the seminal papers in this
literature is Ivković et al. (2005) who use data from a discount brokerage. These data
allow the authors to track the single investments of individual investors – their US data
are very comparable in spirit to the German data that we use. To shed light on taxation
effects, Ivković et al. (2005) compare trading behavior in taxable accounts and trading
behavior in tax-deferred accounts (IRAs or Keogh plans). The paper finds a negative
relation between accrued gains and the selling probability in taxable accounts for stocks
with a holding period of more than one year, while it does not observe such a relation in
tax deferred accounts. In light of the presumption that taxes should induce investors to
defer the realization of gains (see explanation above) and because this negative relation is
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only observed in taxable accounts, the authors suggest that their finding is an indication
of taxation effects (lock-in effect) on trading behavior. The results of the paper also speak
to the interaction between taxes and the disposition effect. The relation between accrued
gains and selling probabilities in taxable accounts is (as described above) negative once
a stock has been held for more than 12 months, and it is positive in the first few months
of the holding period. This suggests that the disposition effect outweighs tax effects only
in the first few months after the stock was purchased and that tax effects matter more
for longer holding periods.
Another paper in this literature is Barber and Odean (2004) who also use investor-
level data from brokerages and compare trading in taxable and tax-deferred accounts.
They find that the realization probabilities of gains and losses are very similar across
these two types of accounts, except in December when loss realization is more pronounced
in taxable accounts than in tax-deferred accounts. The authors attribute this ’December’
difference between the two types of accounts to tax-loss selling. This somewhat contrasts
the results of Ivković et al. (2005) who find that investors are more likely to realize losses
in taxable accounts than in tax-deferred accounts throughout the entire year, not just in
December. It is therefore an open question if realization probabilities are always different
between these two type of accounts or just in December.
Overall, rather than exploiting exogenous variation in taxes, identification of tax
effects in Barber and Odean (2004) and Ivković et al. (2005) thus comes from the com-
parison of taxable and tax-deferred accounts. However, differences in trading behavior
between these accounts are not necessarily fully attributable to taxation effects. Trading
behavior might be different between these two types of accounts for non-tax related rea-
sons (even conditional on investor fixed effects and exploiting that many investors have
both taxable and tax-deferred accounts). For example, investors usually use tax-deferred
accounts to save for retirement, and they might therefore be inclined to invest in dif-
ferent types of assets in these accounts than in taxable accounts. In their tax-deferred
retirement accounts, investors might seek to invest in less risky assets or purchase assets
for these accounts with a much longer investment horizon and hence with the explicit
goal of trading these assets less frequently. This assertion that investments in taxable
and tax-deferred accounts are different for non-tax reasons is supported by the literature:
e.g., theory contributions on the optimal allocation of assets come to the result that cer-
tain assets, such as taxable bonds and actively-managed mutual funds, should be held in
tax-deferred accounts, whereas other asset types, such as tax-exempt bonds, passively-
managed mutual funds and stocks, should be located in taxable accounts (Huang, 2001;
Dammon et al., 2001; Shoven and Sialm, 2004). Consistent with the assertion that non-
tax considerations make a difference for investment behavior across these two accounts,
Barber and Odean (2004) find that turnover is higher in taxable accounts than in tax
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deferred accounts. This finding of Barber and Odean (2004) induces Ivković et al. (2005,
page 1617) to acknowledge that investors may view taxable and tax-deferred accounts
differently and that their estimates for tax-motivated trading might therefore be biased.
We move beyond Barber and Odean (2004) and Ivković et al. (2005) in that we use
a similarly rich data set of individual investors, but combine it with quasi-experimental
variation in tax rates which comes from the intertemporal tax discontinuity and the
abolishment of this tax discontinuity. Another difference to Barber and Odean (2004)
and Ivković et al. (2005) is that we use data with daily frequency, rather than monthly
frequency. The daily data allow us to zoom in the trading behavior along each day of
the holding period, which is especially useful in analyzing trading behavior around the
holding-period based intertemporal tax discontinuity.
A further set of papers document in individual-level data sets that trading behavior
in December is different than trading behavior in other months of the year. For example,
Odean (1998) and Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) find evidence of the disposition effect
in all months of the year, except in December. Ivković et al. (2005) also put a focus on
turn-of-the-year (December) trading and find that selling probabilities spike in December.
These papers interpret these findings as evidence that i) capital-gains taxes matter for
investment behavior and that tax-loss selling is prevalent and ii) that the disposition
effect is affected by taxes. However, differences in trading behavior in December vs.
other months of the year are only indirect evidence of tax effects. These papers do not
rely on exogenous variation in tax rates and it is therefore not clear to which extent the
’December’ finding is driven by taxes or other seasonality patterns. For example, it is
not clear why tax-loss selling should not occur throughout the year.
In addition, as noted by Grinblatt and Keloharju (2004, pages 52-53), the December
effect could also be explained with the momentum effect or window dressing. It has been
shown that the momentum effect for losses is much larger in December than in other
months of the year and also much larger than the December momentum effect for gains
(Grinblatt and Moskowitz, 2004). This then implies that it could be rational for investors
to sell losses in December even in the absence of tax considerations. Window dressing may
also play a role: December often is the time to recap one’s portfolio and investors may be
embarrassed to carry on losers to the next year. Considering these concerns, Grinblatt
and Keloharju (2004) study if investors sell losers and then immediately repurchase the
same stocks (so called wash sales) and indeed find evidence for this behavior. This then
is a better indication that tax considerations matter, but is yet no direct evidence of tax
effects. Also speaking to the context of tax-induced changes of the disposition effect at the
end of the year, Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) are skeptical if the altered disposition
effect toward the end of the year, as for example found by Odean (1998), is driven by tax
effects.
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Using exogenous variation in rates and the abolishment of a large intertemporal tax
discontinuity, we tie to the discussions in the literature in that we provide clear causal
and direct evidence for tax effects on trading behavior and on the effect of taxes on the
disposition effect. Our approach does not rely on trading patterns in December and shows
that taxes matter throughout the entire year; this implies that December irregularities
are not necessarily driven by tax effects. We therefore complement the existing literature
in that we study a set-up where the concerns about the roots of differential trading
behavior in December do not play a role. Our finding on the interaction between taxes
and the disposition effect more generally relates to papers that demonstrate that tax
considerations of individual investors are sometimes swamped by non-tax considerations
or behavioral aspects (Hanlon and Heitzman, 2010).
Literature on the disposition effect. Second, our paper contributes to the general
literature on the disposition effect (in non-tax contexts; see above for the relation between
taxes and the disposition effect). This literature usually also uses investor-level data.
As summarized in the handbook chapter by Barber and Odean (2013), the evidence
is very robust that individual investors sell gains with a higher propensity than losses.
An important question in this literature is which factors causally affect the disposition
effect. This is potentially relevant because an understanding of the causal determinants
of the disposition effect can help to improve investment behavior. However, as stated by
Frydman and Wang (2020, page 233), the cause of the disposition effect is still debated. A
few recent papers provide causal evidence on the determinants of the disposition effect.
Frydman and Rangel (2014), Frydman and Wang (2020) and Loos et al. (2020) show
that changes in purchase prices or changes in the salience of purchase prices affect the
disposition effect. We relate to these papers on the causal drivers of the disposition effect
and provide novel evidence that taxes affect the disposition effect and can even reduce it
temporarily.
A further contribution of our paper to the literature on the disposition effect is to
show that it is not sufficient to have separate December effects to control for tax effects.
Consistent with our finding that taxes affect the disposition effect, the literature has
acknowledged that tax effects should be controlled for in disposition-effect settings. We
provide evidence that taxes affect trading behavior and the disposition effect throughout
the entire year, which then implies that December adjustments will not fully control for
tax effects.
Literature using tax-return data. Third, we speak to studies that use data from
individual tax returns to study the link between capital gains and taxes (an early survey is
Poterba, 2002). This literature usually finds a negative relation between realizing capital
gains and taxes (e.g., Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhaki, 1980; Bogart and Gentry, 1995;
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Daunfeldt, Praski-Staahlgren, and Rudholm, 2010; Jacob, 2013; Dowd, McClelland, and
Muthitacharoen, 2015; Jacob, 2018).12 Our findings on the behavioral effects of capital
gains taxes relate to this literature and we confirm that capital gains taxes induce investors
to defer the realization of gains. However, as mentioned above, studies using tax-return
data typically only have aggregate annual information on the total amount of capital
gains and as such lack information on single realized sales; i.e., whether a single realized
sale is a gain or loss or how long the respective asset had been held by the investor. Tax
return data also do not include information on unrealized sales because these are not
tax relevant, and they do not have information about trading activities in non-taxable
accounts. Our paper uses portfolio-level data that allow us to overcome most of the
data restrictions in this literature. For example, one main finding in our paper relies on
the differentiation between gains and losses of single sales, and our empirical approaches
account for unrealized assets and exploit the daily frequency of our data set.
Two recent studies use US tax-return data that include information on sales at a
less aggregated frequency. Hoopes et al. (2016) have daily data on sales, but their study
is not about tax effects. Dowd and McClelland (2019) use American IRS data on capital
realizations for directly held assets on the level of the single transaction. Using these
data for the tax year 2012, the authors calculate the holding period (in weekly bins)
for single assets and study whether the holding period is affected by the intertemporal
tax discontinuity in the US. Consistent with our findings, Dowd and McClelland (2019)
find that the number of realized gains spikes in the first week in which the lower long-
term rate is available. In contrast to our findings, losses spike on both sides of the
tax discontinuity. As acknowledged by the authors, this is somewhat surprising since a
rational investor should sell losses as short-term in order to offset short-term gains.
Our paper moves beyond Dowd and McClelland (2019) along a number of dimen-
sions. i) In contrast to Dowd and McClelland (2019), we use the institutional setting
of the intertemporal tax discontinuity, and its abolishment.This setting yields a proper
counterfactual and allows us to compare the effects of the tax discontinuity to years where
the tax discontinuity did not exist.13 ii) In addition to plotting the number of sales by
holding period around the intertemporal tax discontinuity, we estimate non-parametric
regressions with daily frequence which allow to account for sales that are not realized
(whereas Dowd and McClelland (2019) use weekly data and do not have information on
12Saez (2017) studies the behavioral responses of reported incomes to the 2013 tax reform in the US.
Using annual IRS income statistics, the paper finds considerable responses of reported income to the
reform, with much of the effect being driven by realized gains.
13Dowd and McClelland (2019), who only have one year of data, use the conventional bunching ap-
proach to construct a counterfactual. This approach relies on the assumption that the number of realized
sales away from the tax discontinuity (which are used to estimate the counterfactual distribution of sales
just around the tax discontinuity) are not affected by the tax discontinuity. Theory as well as our results
show that this assumption is unlikely to hold.
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unrealized sales). iii) We exploit a panel over several years whereas Dowd and McClelland
(2019) only have one year of data. iv) We study how capital-gains taxes affect the dispo-
sition effect, v) We shed light on tax-motivated trading in December vs. the rest of the
year, vi) Looking at the case of Germany, we exploit a set-up where the tax differential
between short-term and long-term gains is larger than in the US case.
Literature using firm and stock level data. Fourth, we relate to a strand of lit-
erature that uses firm and stock level data to investigate the effects of investor-level
capital-gains taxes (see the overview in Hanlon and Heitzman, 2010). This strand of lit-
erature for example studies the effects of investor-level taxes on asset prices, end-of-year
market irregularities, acquisition premiums, turnover patterns, and the role of taxes in
reactions to news disclosures (e.g., Reese Jr, 1998; Lang and Shackelford, 2000; Seida and
Wempe, 2000; Poterba and Weisbenner, 2001; Shackelford and Verrecchia, 2002; Blouin,
Raedy, and Shackelford, 2003; Ayers, Lefanowicz, and Robinson, 2003; Ayers, Li, and
Robinson, 2008; Dai, Maydew, Shackelford, and Zhang, 2008; Blouin, Hail, and Yetman,
2009; Ball, 2013). These papers typically find that capital-gains taxes matter and that
they affect asset prices. These findings are indirect evidence that capital-gains taxes af-
fect individual selling behavior, but they do not allow for the identification of tax effects
on individual behavior directly. Studying tax effects on individual investors is generally
difficult with firm level data.14
Literature on the behavioral responses to taxes. Fifth, we also contribute to
the large literature on behavioral responses to taxes using individual-level data. This
literature studies the causal effects of taxes along many dimensions, often relying on
bunching approaches and/or large tax reforms for identification.15 We contribute to this
literature in that we add micro-level evidence on the behavioral effect of taxes along
a dimension that has rarely been investigated before, namely individual-level trading
behavior.
14A related stream of papers studies the tax sensitivity of institutional investors (Blouin et al., 2017;
Sikes, 2018).
15This large literature for example studies causal effects of taxes on: taxable income (Chetty et al.,
2011; Saez et al., 2012; Kleven and Schultz, 2014), investment behavior (Yagan, 2015), dividend payments
(Chetty and Saez, 2005), education (Abramitzky and Lavy, 2014), wealth accumulation (Jakobsen et al.,
2018), housing prices (Best and Kleven, 2018), wages (Suarez Serrato and Zidar, 2016; Fuest et al.,
2018), consumption (Chetty et al., 2009), migration (Kleven et al., 2014; Agrawal and Foremny, 2019)
and labor supply (Eissa and Liebman, 1996; Martinez et al., 2018).
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3 Institutional Background
Our analysis is based on the system of capital-gains taxation in Germany between 1999
and 2016 (i.e., the time period of our data set). We focus on the trade of shares and
describe in this section how capital gains occurring from shares are taxed in Germany.
A major reform of capital-gains taxation was implemented in 2009 and therefore falls
into our sample period. Both before and after the reform, capital gains from shares are
generally only taxed upon realization (i.e., taxes are due when the share is sold).
Taxation of capital gains before 2009. Before the reform, the tax treatment of
capital-gains was dependent on the holding period of the underlying asset. The gains
and losses of assets sold within a holding period of 365 days or less were subject to
taxation. This tax was commonly referred to as a ’speculation tax’. The tax rate was
identical to the personal income-tax rate (PIT) of the investor. The PIT depends on
the sum of all income types (wage income, self-employment, capital-gains, etc). The top
income tax rate (PIT rate) was, for example, 42% in 2008 and applied for overall annual
taxable income greater than 52,152 EUR. The entry tax rate in 2008 was 15%. Losses
from sales with a holding period of ≤ 365 days could be used to offset gains from capital
gains. Losses from capital gains could not be used to offset other types of income (such as
ordinary income). Between 2001 and 2008 the so-called half-income method applied: one
half of the gains/losses from capital gains with holding periods ≤ 365 days were subject
to the tax.
For illustration, consider a fictitious investor who is subject to the top-income tax
rate of 42%. She realizes gains worth 2000 EUR from shares that she had held less than
365 days, and she sells other shares within the 365-days holding period which come with
losses of 200 EUR. The resulting capital-gains tax liability for this investor then was
1/2 × (2000 − 200) × 0.42 = 378 EUR.
Long-term gains resulting from assets with a holding period of more than 365 days
were not subject to any taxes; the resulting tax liability on gains was zero if the underlying
asset was held for more than 365 days. Accordingly, long-term losses resulting from assets
with a holding period of more than 365 days could not offset positive capital gains.
This system of capital-gains taxes applied to assets such as stocks (as long as the
investor is not a substantial shareholder), funds, certificates (except guarantee certificate)
and capital gains from bonds (except zero bonds). Overall, the system creates large
incentives to realize gains after the relevant holding period of 365 days, while losses
should be realized within the 365-days holding period to reduce the tax base.
Taxation of capital gains since 2009. The tax treatment of capital gains was sub-
stantially reformed as of January 2009. In stark contrast to the old system, the holding
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period of assets is not tax relevant anymore. That is, the holding-period based ’spec-
ulation tax’ was abolished in the context of this reform. It was replaced by a system
where all capital gains and capital losses (independent of holding duration) are subject
to a flat tax of 25% or, if the PIT rate is smaller than 25%, the PIT rate. That is, the
tax on capital gains/losses is min(25%,PIT rate). Losses can be used to offset gains. The
half-income method was abolished.
Consider again an fictitious investor who is subject to the top PIT rate (which is
> 25%) and who has capital gains of 2000 EUR and capital losses of 200 EUR. Her tax
liability after the reform is independent of the holding periods of the underlying assets
and sums up to: (2000− 200)× 0.25 = 450 EUR. Importantly, any tax incentives to hold
assets for a certain time period were abolished. The old pre-2009 tax rules applied to all
assets bought before January 2009 (resulting in grandfathered assets).
4 Data
4.1 Data Description and Summary Statistics
We use individual investor and portfolio data from a large German online bank. The full-
service bank has more than half a million customers and operates across the entire country.
We obtain a sample of about 110,000 investors which is randomly drawn out of all of the
bank’s clients. Variants of this data set were for example used by Leuz et al. (2017) and
Loos et al. (2020). For each investor, we have the complete trading history for the period
January 1999 to May 2016. These data allow us to construct an individual-level panel
of daily trading activities over almost 18 years. Trading information in the data include
type of traded asset, transaction volumes, prices, order types (with or without limit) and
dates for purchases and sales. We further have investor information on age, gender, zip
code of residence, marital status, employment type, and for how long the investor has
had the trading account. In addition, the data include self-reported information about
education, income (in categorical ranges), total wealth and risk tolerance.
For the purpose of our paper (in which we focus on the trading of stocks), we restrict
the sample to all investors who have purchased at least one stock during the sample
period. This leaves us with about 93,000 investors. These investors bought about 8.4
million share packages with an overall purchase value of 49 billion EUR during our sample
period (the unit of analysis in most of our analyses will be a share package; see section
4.2 below for a definition and more information). Table 1 provides summary statistics
for all investors in our analysis sample. The average portfolio value (incl. all assets in
the portfolio) is 51,725 EUR and the investors in our sample make on average roughly
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78 trades in total over the observation period. The average monthly portfolio turnover16
was 10.86 percent, which implies that most investors have quite active accounts. Most
investors in our sample are male (83%) and their average age (by the end of 2015) was
52 years. 6% work in the financial sector and 16% of our sample is self-employed. The
average investor in our sample has held the account at this bank for more than 13 years
(as of the end of 2015). The share of investors in our sample with a PhD-level degree
is 6%, whereas the share over the entire German population is only about 1.5%. This is
in line with prior evidence showing that individuals with investment portfolios are more
educated than the population average (van Rooij et al., 2011; Cole et al., 2014; Leuz
et al., 2017).
We investigate if our sample is representative for the population of investors and
does not only include special groups of investors or play-money accounts. For this pur-
pose, we provide several comparisons of our data sample with i) the German population
of investors and ii) with other comparable data sets that have been used in the literature
(these comparisons build on Leuz et al. (2017) who use a very similar data set). The
portfolio value in our sample (51,725 EUR) is very comparable to the number that the
German central bank (Bundesbank) reports to be the average portfolio value of German
equity investors: 48,000 EUR in 2013 (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2013). We further con-
struct a variable that measures the ratio of portfolio value over annual income for our
data and benchmark this ratio with official statistics reported by the German Federal
Office. As income in our data set is reported in several categorical ranges, we use either
the midpoint or the lower end of each range as a proxy for investor income. Using the
midpoint, the mean ratio of the average portfolio value (over the entire sample period)
to annual income is 1.3. Using the lower ends of each income range as a proxy for annual
income, this ratio is calculated to be 1.2. These numbers are very close to the ratio of
total financial assets to gross household income in the German population: 1.1 (German
Federal Bureau of Statistics, 2008b,a).17 In addition, the ratio of the median portfolio
value to median gross income for the German investors surveyed by Dorn and Huberman
(2005) is 0.6 and it turns out to be 0.6 for our sample as well.18 Overall, these compar-
isons allow us to conclude that our investor sample is representative of the population of
German investors and should not be significantly biased by play money accounts.
Demographic and portfolio characteristics of the investors in our sample are also
well comparable to the well-established investor data set used by, for example, Odean
16Monthly portfolio turnover is calculated as in Barber and Odean (2001) as one-half of the monthly
sales turnover plus one-half the monthly purchase turnover. Sales (purchase) turnover is defined as value
of shares sold (purchased) divided by the portfolio value in the beginning of the month.
17We manually calculate this value from total financial assets and the monthly gross income reported
in the above sources.
18We manually calculate this from the values given in Tables 1 and 2 of Dorn and Huberman (2005,
pages 443 and 447).
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(1998) and Barber and Odean (2001). Their data are obtained from an U.S. online
brokerage house and are similar in spirit to the data that we use. For example, average
age (50.4 vs 52.26) and the share of males (79% vs 86%) is fairly similar across these
data sets. Furthermore, the average portfolio value of about 51,000 EUR is in the same
order of magnitude (considering the different time periods) as the average portfolio value
of 47,000 USD that is reported in Barber and Odean (2001).19
We further investigate if trading behavior is different in December compared to
other months of the year. It is is well documented in the literature that investors in the
US tend to increase their loss selling towards the end of the year (e.g., Odean (1998)).
We do not observe such a pattern in our data for Germany. Table 1 shows that we do
not observe an increased accumulation of sales in December, neither for losses nor for
gains. As the table indicates, seven percent of all annually sold gains and eight percent
of all annually sold losses occur in December; this is what one expect if sales were equally
distributed across all months of the year.
4.2 Unit of Analysis
We are interested in the number of stock realizations around the intertemporal tax dis-
continuity.20 To study the number of stock realizations, we use ’share packages’ as the
unit of analysis throughout most of the paper. Our concept of a share package is very
similar to ’round-trips’ that are frequently used in the literature. In contrast to usual
round trips, we also consider packages which are not sold within our sample period. We
therefore use a different term to describe our unit of analysis.
A key feature is that one ’share package’ is independent of the number of shares that
are included in this share package. For example, if an investor buys 100 shares and sells
this ’package’ of 100 shares ten days later, we generate one observation with a holding
period of 10 days (see below for more on the measurement of holding period). If another
investor buys 10,000 shares and sells her ’package’ of 10,000 shares 10 days later, we
also generate one observation with a holding period of 10 days. We selected this unit of
analysis in order to avoid that our results are driven by the behavior of a few large-scale
investors or penny stocks. Our approach reflects that we are eventually interested in the
individual behavior of investors and we want to avoid that the individual behavior is
weighted with the number of shares that an individual investor moves. In the previous
example (one investor selling 10 and one selling 10,000 shares), both of these investors are
given the same weight in our analysis because we are interested in the tax-induced trading
19The EUR-USD exchange rate throughout our sample period was at 1.16 in Jan. 1999 and 1.11 in
May 2016.
20That is, our primary interest is not regarding the number of investors trading around the tax discon-
tinuity (although we analyze this too in one series of analyses) and we thus do not employ the investor
as the unit of analysis.
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behavior of both these investors. If single shares were the unit of analysis, the behavior
of the smaller 10-shares investor would be almost negligible relative to the behavior of
the bigger 10,000-shares investor.
4.3 Measuring the Holding Period
We measure the holding period as the difference in days between purchase date and sales
date of a share package. For example, if a fictive investor buys five shares of some firm
on the second of October and sells all of them on the 15th of October, this would result in
one observation with a holding period of 13 days. If the first purchase of a share package
occured outside our sample period (i.e., prior to January 2009), we cannot calculate the
holding period and have to drop the share package from our analysis.
If there are multiple buys before the first sale occurs we apply the first-in-first out
principle (which is in line with the German tax law). For example, if an investor buys
two shares on Oct 5, ten shares of the same firm on Oct 10, and then sells all 12 shares
on Oct 20, we generate two observations with holding periods of 15 days and 10 days,
respectively.
If the sale of a share package takes place in parts at different dates, we create one
observation for each sale. For example, consider an fictive investor who buys five shares
on October 2, then sells three of these shares on October 4 and two shares on October 15.
We then create two observations: one with a holding period of two days and the other
with a holding period of 13 days.
Sometimes shares change their ISIN (identification number) or shares are splitted
or reverse splitted. We account for this by using hand collected data for isin changes and
data on splits and reverse splits from datastream.21 In cases in which shares have been
splitted or reverse splitted, we adjust prices such that such that purchase and sale price are
comparable.22 Stocks for which there is a disparity between recorded trades and month-
to-month positions are removed from the sample. For each deposit-ISIN combination
we keep trades until we detect any difference between stock and accumulated trading
volume. We drop all trades for the affected deposit ISIN combination for points in time
after the first difference.
21We use the data to identify (reverse) splits which were not reported in datastream and ISIN changes.
For this purpose cases, we manually check whether there was indeed an ISIN change or (reverse) split.
22Since the total value of a position is unaffected by the split or reverse split, the price basis before
and after the split is not the same anymore. For example, consider 100 shares with a value of 200 Euro
that are splitted by 2. Without adjustments, the price before the split is 2 Euro while it is just 1 Euro
after.
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4.4 Final Sample
Our analysis is based on several million share packages. For the years before the reform,
we include 2.74 million observations of appreciated share packages(gains) and 2.47 mil-
lion depreciated share packages (losses). In the after-reform years, we have 1.34 million
appreciated share packages and 0.85 million depreciated share packages. Restricting the
sample to half a year before and after the intertemporal tax discontinuity, we rely on
313,000 appreciated share packages and 380,000 depreciated packages during pre-reform
period, and 212,000 gains and 136,000 for the after-reform period.
5 Empirical Strategy
Our empirical strategy aims at identifying the causal effect of capital-gains taxes on
trading behavior, in particular on holding periods and the probability to sell an asset. In
addition, we shed light on the interaction of taxes and the disposition effect.
5.1 Raw Data: Number of Trades around the Discontinuity
The starting point for our analyses are figures in which we plot the number of sold share
packages (in weekly bins of seven days) in a one-year window around the holding-period
tax discontinuity. That is, we plot the number of sales in each week in the year around
the tax discontinuity. We do not yet normalize the data or use any parametric methods
here; this exercise thus presents a non-parametric look at the ’raw’ and unmanipulated
data.
We plot the number of trades around the 365-days tax discontinuity separately for
years before and after the 2009 reform and separately for gains and losses. Since the
holding period became tax irrelevant in the course of the reform, we expect a smooth
distribution of trades around the 365-days tax discontinuity for the years after the reform.
A causal effect of taxes on trading behavior would imply that we see, in pre reform years,
an increased number of trades of appreciated assets (gains) in the weeks after the 365-
days tax discontinuity, and an increased number of trades of depreciated assets (losses)
in the weeks before the tax discontinuity.
To investigate if potential tax effects are due to a few large tax sensitive investors
who sell many share packages around the tax discontinuity, we also plot the number of
distinct investors who sell share packages in a given week of the holding period. For this
purpose, and analogous to the above strategy, we group the number of distinct investors
who sell a share package in weekly bins and plot the number of investors in each bin
during the one-year window around the tax discontinuity.
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5.2 Difference-in-Bunching
We go on and use bunching methods to quantify the tax effects in a one-year window
around the tax discontinuity. Bunching approaches go back to Saez (2010) and are now
commonly used (see the recent overview by Kleven (2016)).23 We use a difference-in-
bunching approach where we use the sales distribution in the post-reform periods as a
counterfactual for the pre-reform distribution (as in e.g., Brown (2013); also see Kleven
(2016)).
To make the pre and post reform distributions comparable and to obtain a good
counterfactual, we account for level differences in the number of sales before and after
the reform. We divide all weekly counts by the respective total number of share packages
which are held at the start of the one year window (recall that we deliberately did not
do this in the previous non-parametric Figures). Unsold share packages are, of course,
included in the total count to arrive at unbiased fractions of shares sold. We apply this
procedure separately for gains and losses. We therefore need to determine whether an
unsold share package is treated as a gain or a loss. Unsold share packages are categorized
as gain or loss based on the latest price relative to the purchase price.
In many bunching applications, the counterfactual distribution is estimated through
predicting the distribution in the region close to the tax discontinuity using the distribu-
tion in the region further away from the tax discontinuity. In contrast to this conventional
approach, we do not have to estimate a counterfactual and instead rely on actual post-
reform data. Our approach is advanategous to the conventional approach because it does
not rely on any functional form assumptions and assumptions about ’excluded regions’
when calculating the counterfactual. In addition, the conventional way of estimating the
counterfactual assumes that the distribution further away from the tax discontinuity is
unaffected by the tax discontinuity at 365 days – this assumption then allows to estimate
the counterfactual distribution based on points further distant to the discontinuity. Given
our data-based counterfactual, we do not need to make this assumption either.
The identifying assumption in our set-up then is that the post-reform distribution
(without tax discontinuity) is a plausible counterfactual for the pre-reform distribution
(which has the tax discontinuity). Looking at our plotted Figures (see below), this
assumption seems plausible; the post-reform distribution appears to be very similar to
the pre-reform distribution except for the spikes around the tax discontinuity in pre-
reform years.
To make the point that the spikes that we see in our data are tax effects, it suf-
fices to show that after the reform the distribution becomes smooth around the 365-days
threshold – i.e. continuous and without noticeable changes in the derivatives. On top of
23Bunching applications for example include: Chetty et al. (2011), Chetty et al. (2013), Bastani and
Selin (2014), Best et al. (2015), Best and Kleven (2018), and Almunia and Lopez-Rodriguez (2018).
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that, an appropriate elasticity for the tax effect can be calculated because the counterfac-
tual distribution is available for the complete domain without any further assumptions/
polynomial approximations.
The size of the causal tax effect is proportional to the excess mass in bunching rela-
tive to the counterfactual distribution. To quantify the tax effect, we estimate parameter
b which describes the excess mass around the tax discontinuity relative to the counter-
factual distribution. This parameter is then used to calculate an implied elasticity which
describes the percentage change in holding period in response to a one-percent change in
the tax rate. Based on graphical evidence, we define our bunching window for gains to be
the first four weeks of the holding period after the 365-days tax discontinuity. The spike
for losses is somewhat more concentrated around the last week before the 365-days tax
discontinuity. We therefore choose the bunching window for losses to be the three last
weeks before the tax discontinuity. Note that an increased bunching window generally
simply increases the excess mass and therefore the tax effect.
We calculate a standard error for the excess mass b using a bootstrap procedure. To
do so, we randomly draw share packages from our sample with replacement on the investor
level to generate a new set of counts and reestimate the excess mass bj. Repeating this
for a thousand times gives us an estimate for the distribution of bj. We use the standard
deviation of the bj as our estimate for the standard error of the excess mass.
Following for example Chetty et al. (2011) and Glogowsky (2016), we calculate the
elasticity parameter based on the excess mass b using the following equation:
e =
∆b
b∗
ln( 1−t
1−t−∆t)
. (1)
Recall that, in pre reform years with tax discontinuity, the applicable tax rate for
realized stock trades with a holding period of less than one year was one half of the
personal income tax (PIT) rate of the investor. At the tax discontinuity, the tax rate
thus falls from half of the PIT rate of the individual investor to zero. Since we do not have
individual tax rates or taxable income in our data, we calculate two sets of elasticities
that differ w.r.t. to the PIT rate that we use: using i) half of the top income tax rate in
2008 (42%), ii) and half of the minimum income tax rate (15%).
Note that there are no strictly dominated regions in our set-up. There are at least
four reasons why it might be rational to sell an appreciated share even on the day before
it can be sold tax free. First, loss carryforwards: if the investors has sufficient loss
carryforwards, she can sell an appreciated share tax free even if still the long term rate
applies. Second, time discounting: for example the investor needs liquidity in the time
before the tax discontinuity. Third, expected prices: if the investor assumes that the
price will drop strongly on the day after the tax discontinuity, selling on the days before
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the tax discontinuity might be advantageous for her. Fourth, risk aversion: even if the
investor assumed that prices remain constant in expectation, it might be optimal for her
to sell before the tax discontinuity in cases for which the expected variance or covariance
with the portfolio is sufficiently high.
5.3 Effective Capital-Gains Tax Rates
Another approach to quantify the behavioral response to the intertemporal tax discon-
tinuity is based on effective tax rates. This approach uses a similar intuition as the
difference-in-bunching approach in that it also uses the post-reform distribution (without
tax discontinuity) as a counterfactual. The basic intuition is as follows: i) We calculate
effective tax rates for the pre-reform years (with tax discontinuity) based on the actual
pre-reform sales distribution for gains. ii) We calculate effective tax rates in pre-reform
years absent any behavioral response. To do so, we estimate effective tax rates by ap-
plying the tax parameters of the pre-reform years to the post-reform distribution. The
difference between these two effective tax rates serves as a quantification of the behavioral
response to the tax discontinuity. Note that this approach measures a lower bound for
the overall tax-induced behavioral response because it is only based on the realization of
gains and does not include the behavioral response in the context of loss selling.
The details of the effective-tax-rate approach are described in the following. We
estimate a weighted average marginal effective tax rate (METR) based on the procedure
used in Ivković et al. (2005). First, we calculate effective tax rates for each week of
the holding period based on the following equation, which goes back to Protopapadakis
(1983):
e(1−δ)gT = egT − τcg ∗ (egT − 1). (2)
The effective tax rate δ is implicitly defined by the equation above. It depends on the
holding period T , the gain accrual rate g and the statutory tax rate on realized gains τcg.
Second, we weight the holding period specific effective tax rate with the actual empirical
distribution of realized appreciated share packages in pre-reform periods.24 We further
assume a gain accrual rate of 0.25% per week, which corresponds to the intermediate
rate of 1% per month used in Ivković et al. (2005) (recall that Ivković et al. (2005)
use monthly data whereas we use weekly data in this approach). Furthermore, we use a
statutory tax rate of 21% for our calculations. This is the statutory rate a top income tax
payer in Germany had to pay on capital gains in pre-reform years (see our description of
24There are two typical caveats to this procedure which, as we argue, are not critical in our setting.
First, the above formula does not consider the additional tax burden on real capital gains created by
inflation. Second, since our observational window is limited for longer holding periods, there is right
censoring in the empirical distribution of sold share packages. Both caveats do not constitute big concerns
in the pre-reform period (which we focus on here) since the statutory capital gains tax rate, and therefore
also the effective tax rate, is zero for holding periods longer than one year.
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the institutional background in section 3). Consistent with all our analyses, we estimate
the METR conditional on holding a share package for at least 26 weeks.
In order to explore by how much the resulting effective tax rate is affected by
behavioral responses to the tax discontinuity, we use the same procedure to estimate the
METR but basically apply the post-reform distribution to the pre-reform tax parameters.
Technically, we weight the pre-reform effective tax rates with the post-reform distribution
of sold share packages.
5.4 Non-parametric Regressions
We complement our analyses with non-parametric regressions which estimate for each day
of the holding period the probability that a given share package is sold on this holding-
period day (similar to e.g., Hartzmark (2014), Chang et al. (2016) and Frydman et al.
(2017)).25 For this purpose, we set up our data set such that it contains one observation
per share package, individual investor and day of the holding period.26 For example, this
would give us 11 observations for a share package that an individual investor has held
for 10 days (0, 1, 2, ..., 10). We then create a dummy variable – Sell – that indicates for
each day of the holding period if the asset was sold on this respective day. We merge the
resulting dataset with daily price information for all assets, extracted from Datastream.
For each day of the holding period, we estimate separate regressions in which we regress
the Sell -dummy on a constant.27 The resulting coefficient for the constant then describes
the probability that a share package is sold on this particular day of the holding period.
We again focus on the year around the tax discontinuity. Formally, we estimate the
following regression separately for each day of the holding period:
Sellijd = β0 + εijd, (3)
where indices indicate a share package i of individual investor j on calender-day date
d. Note that we would not yet need indices j and d for this regression model here, in which
we simply regress the sale dummy for a share package j on a constant. However, further
below we will introduce investor-level (j) variables, which partly vary by calender-day
25We use data with daily frequency in our regressions. Recall that we used bins of seven days in the
non-parametric figures and bunching approaches above. The reason there is a mechanical pattern in
the daily data: since it is not possible to trade on weekends, some day-measured holding periods occur
more often than others. For example, a seven day holding period is possible for sales made on all five
weekdays, whereas a four days holding period is only possible for sales made on Mondays, Thursdays or
Fridays. While this is no concern in the regression approach, it is necessary to use weekly data which
’smooth away’ this mechanical pattern in the bunching analyses.
26To avoid selection in assets because of missing prices in datastream, we assign the last observed price
to shares where the price is missing. This is the case for about 10% of all assets in our sample.
27This estimation set-up with a dummy variable being regressed only on a constant motivates the label
’non-parametric regression’.
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date (d), and we therefore already introduce indices j and d at this point. All standard
errors are clustered on the level of the individual investor.
To summarize, our non-parametric regressions estimate separately for each day of
the holding period the probability that a share package is sold on this day of the holding
period. Our approach implies that we estimate one regression for each day in the one-
year window around the 365-days tax discontinuity. We estimate these sets of (daily)
regressions separately for pre-reform and post-reform years to see if selling probabilities
around the 365-days holding-period tax discontinuity are different before and after the
reform. In light of the differential tax incentives for gains and losses, we further run
separate regressions for gains and losses. As a result, we thus have estimates for all four
combinations of pre and post years as well as gains and losses.28
For illustrative purposes, we plot the estimated β0 coefficients for each day of the
holding period (separate plots for gains and losses, and post and pre reform). The β0
coefficients measure the probability of sale on a given day of the holding period. This
procedure provides graphical evidence whether the selling probabilities are affected by
taxation. Our main regressions are also displayed in table form with exact coefficients and
standard errors. In contrast to the bunching approach, the regression approaches allow us
to include control variables and estimate heterogeneous treatment effects across investors
in an easy fashion with corresponding test statistics. In addition, non-parametric regres-
sions facilitate comparisons with the related literature that typically uses such regression
approaches as well.
To complement our main regressions (which bundle all pre-reform or all post-reform
years), we also provide non-parametric regressions separately for each year in our data
sample. Relating to the large literature focusing on turn-of-the-year trading in December,
we also estimate the main non-parametric regressions separately for share packages that
are sold in December and share packages that are sold throughout the rest of the year.
Heterogeneity w.r.t. investor characteristics. Our dataset includes several demo-
graphic variables which allow us to study heterogeneity across different type of investors.
We use the regression setup for this purpose and add investor-level characteristics to the
share-package level data. We then run the following type of regression for each day of
the holding period to study heterogeneity:
Sellijd = β0 + β1Demogrijd +Xijdβ
′
+ εijd, (4)
28We exclude grandfathered assets from the regressions. Two pieces of evidence suggest that grand-
fathered assets do not affect the patterns of tax effects that we find. First, the grandfathered assets
are included in the preceding analyses (’raw-data’ Figures and bunching approach) and the results there
are very consistent with our regression results. Second, we estimate our non-parametric regressions
separately for each year of our sample period (as we describe below) and find consistent tax effects
throughout.
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where i, j and d again indicate share packages, investors and calender-day dates,
respectively. Variable Demogr is the respective variable along which heterogeneous effects
may occur. We focus on three different sources of heterogeneity which have received
attention in the trading literature (e.g., Barber and Odean (2001); Seru et al. (2009);
Korniotis and Kumar (2011)): age of the investor, investor experience and gender. To
measure experience, we rely on a variable which measures for how many years an investor
has held the account at the bank from which we obtain the data (this is comparable to
the measure used in e.g. Korniotis and Kumar (2011) or Bhattacharya et al. (2012)).
In the ’investor experience’ regressions, β1 estimates the increase in selling probability
as experience increases by one year. In cases where the focus is on age, β1 indicates the
effect of one additional year of age on the selling probability. Gender is coded such that
β1 in the ’gender regressions’ measures the difference in selling probability on a given day
for male investors relative to female investors.
In all these regressions, we condition on a set of observable control variables which
are all included in vector X. These control variables include: age, investor experience,
gender, birth year, income category, wealth category, dummies indicating employment in
the financial sector, having a doctoral degree, and being self-employed. The respective
heterogeneity variable of interest, Demogr, is of course omitted from vector X in the re-
spective regression (for example, in cases where we are interested in gender heterogeneity,
the gender variable is included in Demogr and not included in X). In regressions in which
we are interested in heterogeneity w.r.t. age (i.e., variable Demogr is age), we exclude
birth year from the vector of control variables because age and birth year are strongly
correlated and we do not want to ’control away’ cohort effects when investigating age
heterogeneity. The corresponding summary statistics for all variables used here are re-
ported in Table 1. Including these control variables for example implies that the effect
of investor experience is going to be conditional on age. In our results graphs, we plot
the β1 coefficients of this regression. These show if the selling probabilities are different
across the groups, and we are of course particularly interested in the differential selling
probabilities around the intertemporal tax discontinuity.
Heterogeneity w.r.t. magnitude of gains and losses. The regression set-up also
allows us to estimate if potential tax effects depend on the magnitude of the gain or loss
of an investor. This is potentially relevant because an investor with a large loss faces
larger incentives to sell the share package before the 365-days tax discontinuity because
deducting a large loss reduces the tax base by more than a small loss. In addition, if the
loss is only small the investor might want to wait and see if share package prices rise.
Equivalently, a large gain would trigger a larger tax liability, which increases the incentive
to sell a gain after the tax discontinuity. Studying heterogeneity w.r.t. the magnitude of
gains and losses also relates to Ivković et al. (2005) who provide a similar analysis. For
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this purpose, we include an additional variable into the above regressions which measures
the percentage change in the value of the share package. In this context, we estimate the
following regressions for each day of the holding period t:
Sellijd = β0 + β1Changeijd + εijd, (5)
where the Change variable describes the change between the share price at holding-
day t and the purchasing (
pijtd−pij0d
pij0d
). To avoid that the regression results are driven by
extreme outliers which could be caused by mistakes in the price databank, we exclude
observations for which the price change is not included within the first and 99th percentile.
The constant in these regressions describes the selling probability for share packages
without a price change, while (β0 + β1) estimates the selling probability for changes of
size 1 (that is, price changes of 100%). β1 measures the difference between the selling
probabilities of share packages without any change and a large change of 100%. We
again estimate these models separately for losses and gains and pre and post reform
periods. In our graphs, we plot the β1 coefficients for the one year window around the
tax discontinuity.
5.5 Taxes and the Disposition Effect
We aim to test if taxes affect the disposition effect. The starting point of the analy-
sis is to measure the existence and magnitude of a potential disposition effect in our
data. Following the literature (e.g., Chang et al. (2016)) and using our previous non-
parametric regression framework, we regress a Sale-dummy (see above) on a dummy
indicating whether a share package is worth more on this day of the holding period than
the purchase price. Formally, we estimate the following regression for each day of the
holding period and using all sample years and shares with both gains and losses:
Sellijd = β0 + β1Gainijd + εijd. (6)
If β1 is greater than zero in this regression, this is evidence of a disposition effect;
i.e., gains are sold with larger probabilities than losses. The coefficient for β1 measures
the magnitude of the disposition effect. We plot these β1 coefficients in our result graphs.
We estimate the above regression separately for pre-reform and post-reform years.
Any difference between pre and post reform years, especially around the 365-days tax
discontinuity, sheds light on the tax effects of the disposition effect. The difference in the
disposition effect between post-reform and pre-reform years can also be estimated in a
DiD-type regression of the following form:
Sellijd = β0 + β1Pre+ β21(Gainijd) + β3Pre× 1(Gainijd) + εijd, (7)
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where Pre indicates years before the reform (when the holding period mattered
for the tax liability). The interaction of pre-years and the gain dummy, β3, measures
the difference in disposition effect before the reform relative to after the reform. We
again estimate this regression separately for each day of the holding period, which allows
to check if the difference between post and pre years is particularly pronounced around
the 365-days tax discontinuity. We plot β3 for the one year window around the tax
discontinuity when we present the graphical results for this approach.
6 Results
This section presents the empirical results. All of our empirical findings are presented in
graphs which aim to visualize the effects and make them approachable. The chapter is
organized along the same order as the description of the empirical strategy in section 5.
6.1 Raw Data: Number of Trades around the Discontinuity
Figure 1 depicts the number of traded gains (i.e., appreciated share packages) in weekly
bins around the intertemporal (365-days) tax discontinuity separately for pre-reform and
post-reform years. The red vertical line at zero marks the 365-days holding period.
In pre-reform years, in which the 365-days tax discontinuity was tax relevant, the
number of gains that are sold spikes sharply in the first week after the 365-days tax
discontinuity. The number of sold gains in this first week after the discontinuity is more
than 2.5 times as high as in the week before the 365-days tax discontinuity. In week
2 after the tax discontinuity the number of sales is roughly 1.8 times as high as in the
week before the reform. This trend then continues in subsequent weeks: the number of
sold gains remains higher than before the tax discontinuity, but the difference becomes
smaller as we move further to the right from the tax discontinuity.
Is the spike in the number of realized gains driven by the capital-gains tax discon-
tinuity? In post-reform years, in which the 365-days cut-off is not tax relevant, we see
a smooth development of the number of sales around 365 days. Specifically, the number
of sold gains does not exhibit a spike just to the right of the tax discontinuity. This is
clearly indicative that the large spike in pre-reform years is driven by the capital-gains
tax system. We will compare the number of sales in pre and post years further below
when quantify the tax effect using the bunching approach.
Figure 2 presents the equivalent plot for the number of sold losses (i.e., depreciated
share packages). In pre-reform years (with tax-relevant 365-days tax discontinuity), we
see a sharp spike in the number of realized losses in the week just before the 365-days
tax discontinuity. The number of sold losers is more than 3 times as large in the week
before the tax discontinuity than in the week just after the tax discontinuity. In week
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-2, the spike is still clearly visible but considerably smaller than in week -1; the number
of sold losers is about 1.7 times larger in week -2 compared to the week after the tax
discontinuity. Importantly, we see a smooth development in the number of realized losses
around the 365-days tax discontinuity in post-reform years where crossing the 365-days
holding period does not have any tax implications. The spike in pre-reform years, along
with the absence of any spike in post-reform years, provides clear evidence that the tax
discontinuity affects trading behavior.
Overall, our findings for both losses and gains are consistent with the notion that
investors try to realize losses within the holding period that allows using them as a tax
shield, whereas investors defer the realization of gains until they are tax free.
Number of distinct selling investors in weeks around the tax discontinuity.
The previous results showed the number of appreciated and depreciated share packages
around the intertemporal tax discontinuity. Are the spikes in the number of sales around
the discontinuity driven by a few investors who are tax aware and sell many of their share
packages around the tax discontinuity? We shed light on this question by plotting the
number of distinct investors who trade in a given week. As before, we plot the weekly
numbers separately for investors who trade gains and losses, as well as for pre and post
reform years.
Figures 3 and 4 present the plots for gains and losses, respectively. In pre-reform
years, the number of investors selling gains spikes sharply in weeks to the right of the tax
discontinuity and the number of distinct investors trading losses spikes sharply in weeks
to the left of the tax discontinuity. We see no spikes in post-reform years in which the
365-days tax discontinuity is not tax relevant. The spikes in pre-reform years, along with
the absence of spikes in post-reform years, again indicates a causal tax effect.
Overall, this exercise suggests that the sharp spikes in the number of share packages
above is not driven by a few tax-sensitive investors selling many share packages around
the tax discontinuity. Apparently, many different investors respond to the tax incentives
in a way that is consistent with our expectations. We study different sources of potential
heterogeneity in tax responses among different investors further below.
6.2 Difference-in-Bunching
The Difference-in-Bunching results are presented in Figures 5 (for gains) and 6 (for losses).
As described in section 5, we use the post-reform years (without tax discontinuity) as the
counterfactual distribution for the tax-affected pre-reform years. Recall that we divide
the number of sales by the respective total number of share packages (including the ones
which have not been sold) in order to account for level differences between pre and post
reform years. in order to account for differences in levels across pre-reform and post-
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reform years. In the Figures, the vertical red line depicts the 365-days holding period
and the blue and red line present the weekly bins for the pre- and post-reform periods,
respectively. The patterns in both Figures are (not surprisingly) similar to the patterns
that we saw above in the Figures that simply plot the number of sales. In particular, the
density of realized gains spikes sharply in the week after the 365-days tax discontinuity
in pre-reform years and no such spike is observed in post-reform years. The density of
realized losses has a large spike in the week before the tax discontinuity in pre-reform
years and, again, there is no spike in post-reform years.
Where does the excess mass come from? Are the spikes ’fed’ by regions to the left or
to the right of the tax discontinuity? For gains, we see that the mass mostly comes from
the left of the tax discontinuity; this suggests that investors delay the sales of gains until
they qualify for tax exemption. For losses, we see that the mass of investors mostly comes
from the right side of the tax discontinuity; this suggests that investors move forward the
realization of sales in order to count them against their tax-relevant gains.
The main purpose of our Difference-in-Bunching approach is to quantify the magni-
tude of the tax effect and to estimate an elasticity of the holding duration with respect to
the tax rate. In other words, we aim to calculate the percentage change in holding-period
days in response to a one-percent change in the tax rate.
We estimate an excess mass of 2.32 (standard error: 0.07) for gains (see Figure 5)
and an excess mass of 2.43 (standard error: 0.07) for losses (see Figure 6). To derive
an elasticity, these excess-mass estimates can be related to the change in tax rates once
the holding-period of 365 days is crossed. As we described in Section 3, the applicable
tax rate for assets sold within the first 365 days after purchase is the individual personal
marginal income-tax rate. Our portfolio data do not include personal marginal tax rates
for investors and we therefore calculate the elasticity based on two scenarios: i) the top
marginal income-tax rate of 42% applies, ii) the minimum tax rate (lowest bracket) of
15% applies.29 Recall that, during almost all of the pre-reform years, capital-gains were
effectively taxed at half of the applicable marginal tax rate. Using half of the top marginal
income tax rate of 42%, we estimate an elasticity of 0.185 for gains and an elasticity 0.195
for losses. Using half of the minimum income-tax rate of 15%, we estimate elasticities of
0.56 for gains and 0.59 for losses. Our estimates translate to a tax-induced change in the
holding period of 16 days for gains and 17 days for losses.
29The top marginal income tax rate and minimum tax rate were 42% and 15% during most of the
years in our data sample. Note that most of the investors in our data are likely to be high earners and
closer to the top rate than to the minimum rate.
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6.3 Effective Capital-Gains Tax Rates
Using the strategy described above in section 5.3, we estimate marginal effective tax rates
(METR) for the pre-reform period. To derive a measure for the behavioral response, we
do this for the actual sales distribution of gains in pre-reform years – as shown in the
discussed Figure 5 (this is the Bunching Figure) – and a counterfactual distribution that
abstracts from behavioral responses. We calculate the METR for investors in pre-reform
periods to be 6.3%. This is the actual effective tax rate calculated based on the actual
pre-reform period that includes behavioral responses. Using the post-reform periods as
a counterfactual, our calculations suggest that in absence of a behavioral response the
METR in pre-reform periods would be 7.1%. This number is 12.7% (= (7.1 − 6.3)/6.3)
larger than the METR that includes behavioral responses. In other words, investors
would face a METR that is 12.7% larger if they did not exhibit any behavioral responses.
Or put differently, the behavioral response reduces the effective tax rate by 11.3% (=
(6.3−7.1)/7.1). Note, again, that this measure of the behavioral response is only based on
the sales distribution for sales and therefore does not include the tax-induced behavioral
responses of losses.
6.4 Non-parametric Regressions
We present the results of our main non-parametric regressions in Figures 7 (for gains)
and 8 (for losses). The red vertical line again indicates a holding period of 365 days.
The blue line plots the daily-estimated coefficients for the selling probability of either
gains or losses in pre-reform years. The red line plots the equivalent coefficients for post-
reform years. That is, we plot the β0 coefficients (i.e., the coefficients for the constant) of
regression equation 3 in these Figures. The shaded area around the coefficients indicates
95% confidence intervals.
The results are very much consistent with the patterns that we saw in the preced-
ing analyses. In particular, we see in pre-reform years that the probability to sell an
appreciated share package spikes sharply during the holding-period days just after the
365-days tax discontinuity, whereas the probability to sell depreciated share packages
spikes sharply during the days just before the 365-days holding period. We do not see
any spikes in selling probabilities around the tax discontinuity in post-reform years.
The magnitudes of the spikes are considerably large. As Figure 7 shows, the prob-
ability to sell a gain on a given day of the holding period jumps from around 0.002
during the days before a 365-days holding period to approximately 0.007 on the day after
the tax discontinuity. No such jump is observed in the post-reform years, again indi-
cating that the tax incentives have a clear effect on trading behavior. Comparing pre-
and post-reform sales probabilities further away from the tax discontinuity, the Figure
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suggests that investors indeed defer the realization of gains until they qualify for prefer-
ential tax treatment; the pre-reform selling probabilities tend to be below the post-reform
probabilities to the left of the tax discontinuity, and then remain above the post-reform
probabilities on days after the 365-days holding period.
For losses, as shown in Figure 8, the jump is even more considerable than for gains;
the selling probability is below 0.002 during the days after the 365-days holding period and
stands at 0.008 on day 364. Along with an absent jump in the post-reform period, this is
further evidence that the tax discontinuity induces investors to realize their losses as long
as they can be used to offset gains. Comparing pre- and post-reform sale probabilities
further away from the tax discontinuity, the Figure is suggestive that investors reduce
the holding period of losses for tax reasons. The selling probabilities to the right of the
tax discontinuity tend to be higher in post-reform years than in pre-reform years. This
difference in probabilities could ’feed’ the spike to the left of the tax discontinuity. While
plausible, these observations (incl. those for gains) rest on a comparison of different time
periods and should therefore be viewed with caution.
To complement the graphical evidence, our main regression results are also presented
in a table that includes the exact coefficients and standard errors – see Table 2. In the
interest of brevity, the table only shows the coefficients in the 10-day window around
the intertemporal tax discontinuity (and not each coefficient in the one-year window that
we display in the Figures). Because the coefficients in this table are identical to the
coefficients that we discuss above based on the Figures, we do not describe the results
displayed in the table in more detail.
Trading in December vs. Rest of the Year. Relating to literature studying differ-
ences in trading behavior in December vs. other months of the year (see Introdcution and
section 2), we study if the effects that we identified before are driven by turn-of-the-year
tax planning in December.
We showed in section 4 that sales of both gains and losses are evenly distributed
around the year. This is a first piece of evidence that trading in December is not funda-
mentally different than in other months of the year. Relying on the regression approach
and our rich data, we now explore selling behavior around the intertemporal tax dis-
continuity separately for sales realized in December and sales realized throughout the
other months of the year (i.e., January-November). This procedure leads to four different
Figures which are to be interpreted just as the regression Figures that we saw before: i)
Figure 9: Gains realized in January-November, ii) Figure 10: Gains realized in Decem-
ber, iii) Figure 11: Losses realized in January-November, iv) Figure 12: Losses realized
in December.
The important take-away result of this exercise is that our main effects above are not
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driven by turn-of-year trading in December. As the Figures show for both gains and losses,
the spikes in selling probabilities around the tax discontinuity are very pronounced all
around the year. That is, we can clearly see that trading behavior in the pre-reform years
is heavily affected by the tax discontinuity both in the months January-November as well
as in December. The Figures also show that there never are any irregularities around the
365-days cutoff in post-reform years (in which the tax discontinuity is abolished), neither
in December nor the rest of the year.
Comparing December to the rest of the year, we further observe that December
selling probabilities are on a slightly different level than selling probabilities across the
rest of the year, especially for losses in pre-reform years. In addition, December trading
both in pre-reform and post-reform periods is somewhat noisier across the entire holding-
period window than during the rest of the year. This observation could be explained
by less number of observations in the December Figures, but it may also point in the
direction that non-tax factors affect trading behavior in December.
Overall, these observations imply that an investigation of trading patterns in De-
cember cannot separate tax-effects from other non-tax factors (such as window dressing,
an overall tendency of investors to ’clean-up’ their portfolios towards the end of the year
or the momentum effect – see section 2 for a discussion of these confounding factors based
on the existing literature).
Non-parametric Regressions by Year. To shed light on the yearly dynamics and
to examine if a few exceptional years drive our main results above, we estimate the daily
selling probabilities separately for each year in our data sample. The resulting Figures,
which are to be interpreted as our main regression-based Figures above, are presented in
Appendix Figures 24 to 33. Each of these Figures presents the regression results for three
consecutive years.30 We again estimate the selling probabilities separately for gains and
losses. To make all yearly Figures comparable, the scale of the y-axis is held constant
across all Figures.
The results for gains in pre-reform years (i.e., where 365 days holding preiod was
tax relevant) are presented in Figures 24 to 26. Overall, we see a spike in selling probabil-
ities to the right of the tax-relevant discontinuity in each pre-reform year of our sample
period.31 The results for gains in post-reform years (i.e., where the 365-days tax dis-
continuity is not tax relevant anymore) are presented in Figures 27 and 28. We do not
30Note that we do not present results for the year 2008; an analysis of the year 2008 would not be
appropriate because the holding period for shares bought in 2008 is still below 365 days when the reform
takes place (and the assets attain grandfathered status).
31The spikes are somewhat smaller, though still clearly visible, during the years 2000-2002. The smaller
magnitude of the spike during this time period is reasonable given that gains were less prevalent during
the burst of the dot.com bubble and many investors presumably had losses that they could use to offset
gains and which made it less necessary to sell gains in the tax-free domain.
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see any spikes or irregularities in selling probabilities around the holding period of 365
days in any of the six post reform years. The results for losses in pre-reform years are
shown in Figures 29 to 31. We observe clear and substantial spikes in selling probabilities
just before the 365-days holding period in each pre-reform year (1999-2007). The results
for losses in post-reform years are shown in Figures 32 and 33. As with gains, we do
not observe spikes or irregularities around the 365-days holding period in any of the six
post-reform years
Overall, selling probabilities of both gains and losses spike around the 365-days
holding period in all pre-reform years, but we do not see spikes in any of the post-reform
years. We interpret this finding as clear evidence that the tax discontinuity affects trading
behavior.
Heterogeneity w.r.t. investor characteristics. We study heterogeneity with re-
spect to three different investor characteristics: age, investor experience (both measured
in years) and gender (dummy indicating males). The underlying regression models con-
dition on a set of other investor-level characteristics (see section 5.4).
Figures 13 and 14 depict the effect of an additional age year on selling probabilities
on each day of the holding period. We particularly see age heterogeneity in the context
of loss-selling behavior (see Figure 14). The likelihood of selling a loss shortly before the
tax discontinuity sharply increases in age in pre-reform years. That is, older workers are
more likely to sell gains for tax reasons. We see no such effect in the post-reform years
in which the tax discontinuity is abolished. Age heterogeneity is not very pronounced
in the context of gains and we cannot conclude from the data that older and younger
investors respond differently to the tax discontinuity when it comes to selling gains. In
addition, we see no difference in selling probabilities between older and younger investors
for holding-period-days further away from the tax discontinuity (this goes for both losses
and gains). Importantly, all our age effects are conditional on our measure of experience;
that is, they are not confounded by trading experience.
Figures 15 (for gains) and 16 (for losses) illustrate the coefficients for investor expe-
rience. The result is unambiguous for both losses and gains: experienced investors react
stronger to the tax. This is reflected in the finding that selling probabilities around the
tax discontinuity sharply increase with each year of experience in pre-reform periods. In
other words, the probability to sell a stock for tax purposes around the tax discontinuity
increases in trading experience. Further distant to the tax discontinuity, we do not see
any significant effects of experience on the probability of selling gains, neither in pre nor
in post reform years. This is different for losses: experienced traders are more likely to
sell losses throughout the entire set of holding-period days before the tax discontinuity in
pre-reform years. This difference disappears for days to the right of the tax discontinuity.
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Note, again, that these effects of experience are conditional on age of the investor.
Heterogeneity with respect to gender is plotted in Figures 17 (for gains) and 18 (for
losses). We do not see any conclusive evidence for gender heterogeneity in the context
of gains. For losses, we see a large negative spike just before the tax discontinuity in
pre-reform years. This finding indicates that men are less likely to sell their losses on the
day before the tax discontinuity, implying that men are less tax responsive in the context
of loss realizations.
Heterogeneity w.r.t. magnitude of gains and losses. Figures 19 and 20 plot the
β1 coefficients of regression equation for each day of the holding period around the 365-
days tax discontinuity. These Figures shed light on the question of whether responses to
the tax depend on the magnitude of the loss or gain. The pronounced spike in the blue
line in Figure 19 just after the one year threshold implies that investors become much
more likely to dispose those stocks which had the largest gains. This effect then levels off
over the subsequent weeks. The pattern disappears completely once the flat tax regime is
introduced (red line). The relationship is similar but even stronger for the size of losses:
The strong decrease of the blue line in Figure 20 in the three weeks prior to the one
year threshold implies that investors become much more likely to dispose of those stocks
which have performed the worst.32 Apparently, the last opportunity to at least preserve
some additional value in the form of a tax shield gives an extra impetus to dispose of the
more extreme loss makers. This feature may be particularly valuable from an optimal
investment perspective because investors are in general more hesitant to dispose of the
largest losses as implied by the coefficient plots in the positive range in Figure 20 after
the reform (red line) and before the reform (blue line) – except, as discussed for the blue
line, for the last few weeks before the one year threshold.
6.5 Taxes and the Disposition Effect
Figure 21 plots the disposition effect on each day of the holding period separately for pre-
and post-reform years. That is, we plot the β1 coefficients of regression equation 6. In
the absence of a tax discontinuity in post-reform years, we observe the disposition effect
on each day of the holding period. That is, the probability to sell gains is higher on each
day of the holding period than the probability to sell losers. This result is consistent with
the literature where the disposition effect has been shown to be very robust. How does
the magnitude of our disposition effect compare to estimates in the literature? According
to the overview handbook chapter by Barber and Odean (2013), the selling probability
of gains is about 20-70% higher than that of losses. To make our estimates comparable
32Losses are measured as negative values. Hence, a negative coefficient corresponds with an increased
likelihood to dispose of larger losses.
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with these numbers, we divide the sales probability of gains by the sale probability of
losses. Technically, this means we use coefficients from regression equation 6 and divide
the coefficient of the gain dummy, by the constant which indicates the probability to
sell a loss, for each day of the holding period. The results of this exercise are plotted in
Figure 22 (that is, Figure 22 plots the ratio β1/β0). For the purpose of comparing our
disposition effect to the estimates in the literature, we mostly consider the post reform
period (without tax discontinuity) because, as we see below, the disposition effect in the
pre reform period is heavily affected by the intertemporal tax discontinuity. On average
over the entire holding period of days 185-545 in the post period, we observe that the
probability to sell a gain is 67% higher than the probability to sell a loss. This finding is
well in line with the findings in the literature.
Looking at pre-reform years with the tax relevant discontinuity in Figure 21, it is
clearly visible that the disposition effect is affected by the capital-gains taxes. To the left
of the 365-days tax discontinuity the disposition effect is first reduced and then steadily
drops. The disposition effect then turns negative during the days before the tax discon-
tinuity and exhibits a sharp negative spike on the last day before the 365-days holding
period is reached. This reveals that the desire to sell losers before the tax discontinuity
for tax reasons dominates the disposition effect. The pattern is reversed for the days
just after the 365-days tax discontinuity. The disposition effect is strongly amplified as
compared to its usual magnitude; we see a substantial spike in selling probabilities of
gains during the days after the tax discontinuity. On subsequent days, the disposition
effect remains higher than usually and it takes about 35 holding-period days to go back
to the usual level. The findings are consistent with investors selling gains once they are
tax free.
Figure 21 provides clear evidence that the disposition effect is affected by the tax
around the days of the tax discontinuity. Does the tax discontinuity also impact the
magnitude of the disposition effect on holding-period days more distant to the tax dis-
continuity? To shed light on this question, we require a benchmark against which the
disposition effect away from the tax discontinuity can be compared. We use the post-
reform periods (without tax discontinuity) as the benchmark. This exercise obviously
relies on the assumption that the post-reform disposition effect is a good counterfactual
for the pre-reform years. The Figure indicates that, away from the tax discontinuity, the
disposition effect tends to be lower during the first year of the holding period and higher
after 365 days holding period have passed. This suggests that the tax discontinuity affects
the disposition effect even on holding-period days distant to the tax discontinuity.
All above results are also visible in Figure 23 which plots the coefficients of the
DiD set-up (β3 in equation 7). These coefficients compare the disposition effect between
pre-reform and post-reform years. The Figure particularly confirms that the days around
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the tax discontinuity are substantially different between post and pre years, and addi-
tionally adds to the suggestive evidence that the disposition effect is affected by the tax
discontinuity even on holding-period days away from the tax discontinuity.
7 Further Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we contribute to a better understanding of the role of capital-gains taxes for
the stock-market trading behavior of private investors. We provide causal evidence on two
interrelated questions: i) How do capital-gains taxes affect the holding period of private
stock market investments? ii) How do taxes affect the disposition effect? The existing
evidence with regard to these questions is surprisingly limited. The lack of evidence is
presumably attributable to the challenge of finding appropriate micro level data on trad-
ing behavior in combination with an institutional set up that allows for identification of
causal tax effects. Our paper overcomes this challenge in that it combines high-frequency
portfolio-level data (which we confidentially obtained from a large German bank) with
an intertemporal tax discontinuity, and its abolishment, in the German capital-gains tax
system.
Our findings provide clear and direct evidence that capital-gains taxes affect the
trading behavior of individual investors. Selling probabilities, which we estimate on a
daily basis, are heavily affected by the tax discontinuity and disappear in years after the
abolishment of the tax discontinuity. Interesting patterns of heterogeneity reveal that
more experienced and older investors respond stronger to tax incentives.
We also find that the disposition effect – the tendency to sell gains with a larger
propensity than losses – is strongly affected by capital-gains taxes. Depending on the type
of sale – gain or loss – the disposition effect is accelerated or mitigated due to the tax.
Previous studies have found that more experienced and older investors exhibit smaller
disposition effects (e.g., Feng and Seasholes (2005), Dhar and Zhu (2006) and Seru et al.
(2010)). However, as our heterogeneity analyses suggest, this is not an intrinsic direct
effect of age or experience. We find that it is salient intertemporal tax discontinuities
which induce the more experienced investors to dispose of their loss-making positions.
When the salient tax discontinuities are removed, there is no difference in the proba-
bility to dispose of losses anymore between more or less experienced investors or older
and younger investors. This implies that, in the absence of the tax discontinuity, the
disposition effect is not different between older and younger and between more and less
experienced investors. Hence, if the U.S. were to smoothen the tax schedule for capi-
tal gains, the seemingly stronger resistance of more experienced (or older) investors to
behavioral biases may disappear as well because it is the tax discontinuity in the tax
schedule which helps these types of investors to focus their minds / make up their minds
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on loss-making positions.33
How do our results relate to the predictions from theoretical models such as Con-
stantinides (1984)? First, our results are consistent with theory in that we see that
the tax discontinuity induces investors to delay the sale of gains until they qualify for
preferential tax treatment and to realize losses earlier, both relative to a counterfactual
without intertemporal tax discontinuity. Second, the sharp spike in selling probabilities
of losses shortly before the tax discontinuity is not necessarily consistent with standard
theoretical predictions. However, this result is consistent with the notion that the tax
discontinuity serves as a self-control device that commits loss averse investors to take care
of their losses. The idea of a self-control mechanism to realize losses was first developed
by Shefrin and Statman (1985, section I.D.). According to this idea, investors are reluc-
tant to realize losses, and only realize their losses when there is an external self-control
mechanism (commitment device) that induces them to sell losses. The tax discontinuity,
which is salient and known to investors, potentially serves as such an external self-control
mechanism (commitment device) because the accumulated losses lose their valuable tax-
shield function once the tax discontinuity is crossed. As a result, losses are not realized
immediately as they accrue (because investors do not like to realize losses) and instead
are realized shortly before the tax discontinuity (because of its role as a commitment
device). Our results show that investors do not realize losses as they accrue and instead
wait until the quickly approaching tax discontinuity nudges them to realize the loss. To
this end, our paper provides some indication that taxes can serve as a commitment device
for investors with behavioral biases such as loss aversion.
33A complete smoothening of the tax schedule in the U.S. would imply not only the same tax rate on
short and long run capital gains but also a loss carry-back option for the deductibility of capital losses
against ordinary income or an abolishment of the deductibility against ordinary income.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for all investors in the sample
N Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
Unit of observation: Investor
Birthyear 93186 1962.74 13.23 1905 2010
Age end of 2015 93186 52.26 13.23 5 110
Trading experience in years end of 2015 93186 13.52 4.28 -0 22
Male 93186 0.86 0.35 0 1
Works in financial sector 93186 0.06 0.24 0 1
Self-employed 93186 0.16 0.36 0 1
Wealth ≤ 30, 000 93186 0.20 0.40 0 1
Wealth > 30, 000 < 100, 000 93186 0.19 0.40 0 1
Wealth ≥ 100, 000 93186 0.07 0.25 0 1
Wealth information missing 93186 0.54 0.50 0 1
Income ≤ 40, 000 93186 0.15 0.36 0 1
Income > 40, 000 < 100, 000 93186 0.30 0.46 0 1
Income ≥ 100, 000 93186 0.04 0.19 0 1
Income information missing 93186 0.51 0.50 0 1
Holding a PhD 93186 0.06 0.24 0 1
Number of trades 93186 77.79 218.29 0 19877
Number of trades 0.5-1.5 years 93186 11.27 24.87 0 876
Average monthly turnover 93109 10.86 15.39 0.00 99.66
Average monthly turnover < 2009 82618 11.80 16.13 0.00 99.41
Average monthly turnover ≥ 2009 87319 9.05 16.12 0.00 100.00
Average portfolio value 93109 51726 239157 0.03 57774533
Average percentage gain per trade 81688 32.63 27.61 0.00 263.64
Average percentage loss per trade 78926 -31.49 18.99 -96.83 -0.01
Average gain (EUR) per trade 86486 9.23 658.07 -5429.97 5345.57
Unit of observation: Share package
Sale in December 7248978 0.08 0.27 0 1
Sale in December: Gain 3925440 0.07 0.26 0 1
Sale in December: Loss 3323538 0.08 0.27 0 1
Notes: The table depicts the summary statistics for all variables used in our analysis. Variables are defined as follows: Birthyear is the
birth year of the investor; Age and trading experience end of 2015 are the age and the trading experience measured by the number of years
the investor has a depot at that bank at 12/31/2015; Male, works in the financial sector, holding a PhD and self-employed are dummy
variables information comes from the MiFID documentation; Wealth ≤ 30, 000, Wealth > 30, 000 < 100, 000; Wealth ≥ 100, 000 and
Wealth missing are 4 mutually exclusive wealth dummies indicating whether the investor belongs to one of the respective wealth groups.
Income ≤ 40, 000, Income > 40, 000 < 100, 000, Income ≥ 100, 000 and Income information missing are 4 mutually exclusive income
dummies indicating whether the investor belongs to one of the respective income groups. The information for wealth and income stems
from the MiFID documentation and is self-reported. Number of trades is the investor average of the total number of share packages (see
section 4.2 for a definition) sold; Number of trades 0.5-1.5 years is the investor average of the total number of share packages sold with
holding periods in between 185 and 545 days. Average monthly turnover is the investor average of the average monthly portfolio turnover.
Monthly portfolio turnover is calculated as in Barber and Odean (2001) as one-half of the monthly sales turnover plus one-half the monthly
purchase turnover. Sales (purchase) turnover is defined as value of shares sold (purchased) divided by the portfolio value in the beginning
of the month. Average monthly turnover < 2009 and average monthly turnover ≥ 2009 show the average monthly turnover for monthes
prior and after January 2009 respectively. Average portfolio value is the investor average of the average monthly portfolio value as of end
of the month. Average percentage gain, average percentage loss and average gain per trade are the investor average of the average gain
(loss) of share packages sold by the investor. Sale in December, Sale in December: Gain and Sale in December: Loss, show how many of
the sold share packages have been sold in December.
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Figure 1: Raw data: Number of share packages sold around time discontinuity: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays the number of share packages which were sold with a gain in dependency of the holding period.
Each dot represents the number of share packages sold in a 7 days bin of the holding period. Data is shown for 26 weeks
before and 26 weeks after the last week in which gains were taxable. All details are described in section 5.1. The dotted
blue line represents sold share packages for which the purchase was made prior to 2009. The dotted red line represents sold
share packages for which the purchase was made after 2009. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero marks the last week
in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 44110 investors and 296135 share packages. Post reform
estimates are based on 30875 investors and 206263 holding period share packages.
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Figure 2: Raw data: Number of share packages sold around time discontinuity: Losses
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Notes: This figure displays the number of share packages which were sold with a loss in dependency of the holding period.
Each dot represents the number of share packages sold in a 7 days bin of the holding period. Data is shown for 26 weeks
before and 26 weeks after the last week in which losses could be used to offset gains. All details are described in section
5.1. The dotted blue line represents sold share packages for which the purchase was made prior to 2009. The dotted red
line represents sold share packages for which the purchase was made after 2009. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero
marks the last week in which losses could be used to offset taxes. Pre reform estimates are based on 43008 investors and
339970 share packages. Post reform estimates are based on 23757 investors and 126280 share packages.
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Figure 3: Number of distinct investors trading around time discontinuity: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays the number of investors who sold an appreciated share package with the respective holding
period. Each dot represents the number of investors who sold a share package in a 7 days bin of the holding period. Data
is shown for 26 weeks before and 26 weeks after the last week in which gains were taxable. All details are described in
section 5.1. The dotted blue line represents the number of investors who sold share packages for which the purchase was
made prior to 2009. The dotted red line represents the number of investors who sold share packages for which the purchase
was made after 2009. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero marks the last week in which gains were taxable. Pre reform
estimates are based on 44110 investors and 230352 share packages. Post reform estimates are based on 30875 investors and
155603 share packages.
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Figure 4: Number of distinct investors trading around time discontinuity: Losses
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Notes: This figure displays the number of investors who sold a depreciated share package with the respective holding
period. Each dot represents the number of investors who sold a share package in a 7 days bin of the holding period. Data
is shown for 26 weeks before and 26 weeks after the last week in which losses could be used to offset gains. All details
are described in section 5.1. The dotted blue line represents the number of investors who sold share packages for which
the purchase was made prior to 2009. The dotted red line represents the number of investors who sold share packages for
which the purchase was made after 2009. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero marks the last week in which losses
could be used to offset gains. Pre reform estimates are based on 43008 investors and 339970 share packages. Post reform
estimates are based on 23757 investors and 126280 share packages.
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Figure 5: Difference in bunching: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays the share of all purchased share packages with a gain in dependency of the holding period.
Each dot represents the share of all purchased share packages with a gain which were sold in a 7 days bin of the holding
period. Data is shown for 26 weeks before and 26 weeks after the last week in which gains were taxable. All details are
described in section 5.2. The dotted blue line represents the share of all share packages with a gain purchased prior to 2009
which were sold. The dotted red line represents the share of all share packages with a gain purchased after 2009 which
were sold. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero marks the last bin in which gains were taxable. BinsBunch denotes
the bunching window which in this case includes the 4 bins right after the last week in which losses could be used to offset
gains. b represents the excess mass and sd the standard errors which are bootstrapped on the investor level. Pre reform
estimates are based on 57944 investors and 589254 share packages. Post reform estimates are based on 43584 investors and
405628 share packages. These numbers include share packages of shares which have not been sold in the 26 weeks after the
tax discontinuity.
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Figure 6: Difference in bunching: Losses
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Notes: This figure displays the share of all purchased share packages with a loss in dependency of the holding period. Each
dot represents the share of all purchased share packages with a loss which were sold in a 7 days bin of the holding period.
Data is shown for 26 weeks before and 26 weeks after the last bin in which losses could be used to offset gains. All details
are described in section 5.2. The dotted blue line represents the share of all share packages with a loss purchased prior
to 2009 which were sold. The dotted red line represents the share of all share packages with a loss purchased after 2009
which were sold. The vertical red line at x-axis value zero marks the last bin in which losses could be used to offset gains.
BinsBunch denotes the bunching window which in this case includes the last 2 weeks in which taxes were taxable. b
represents the excess mass and sd the standard errors which are bootstrapped on the investor level. Pre reform estimates
are based on 66396 investors and 941351 share packages. Post reform estimates are based on 43196 investors and 351090
holding period share packages. These numbers include share packages of shares which have not been sold in the 26 weeks
after the tax discontinuity.
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Figure 7: Non-parametric regressions: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays non-parametric regressions estimates for each day of the holding period for share packages
with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-
period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form
Sellijd = β0 +εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates
for β0 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.
The red line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95
percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform
estimates are based on 63950 investors and 97 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates
are based on 51360 investors and 73 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 8: Non-parametric regressions: Losses
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Post Pre
Notes: This figure displays non-parametric regressions estimates for each day of the holding period for share packages
with prices below the purchase price at the respective day. Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is
sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of
regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue
line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95 percent
confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded
area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could
be used to offset gains. Pre reform estimates are based on 71331 investors and 203 million holding period share package
observations. Post reform estimates are based on 52457 investors and 79 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 9: Non-parametric regressions: Gains, January-November
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period for share packages
with prices above the purchase price. In these regressions we only include share packages on calendar dates not in December.
Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the
investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) =
1 & 1(Decemberijd) = 0. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0 for
share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red
line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent
confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates
are based on 63779 investors and 89 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates are based
on 51301 investors and 67 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 10: Non-parametric regressions: Gains, December
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period for share packages
with prices above the purchase price. In these regressions we only include share packages on calendar dates in december.
Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the
investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) =
1 & 1(Decemberijd) = 1. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0 for
share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red
line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent
confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates
are based on 54723 investors and 8.2 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates are based
on 42163 investors and 6.2 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 11: Non-parametric regressions: : Losses, January-November
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period for share pack-
ages with prices below the purchase price at the respective day. In these regressions we only include share packages on
calendar dates in december. Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period
day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form
Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1 & 1(Decemberijd) = 0. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The
blue line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95
percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009.
The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which
losses could be used to offset gains. Pre reform estimates are based on 71128 investors and 185 million holding period share
package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 52381 investors and 71 million holding period share package
observations.
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Figure 12: Non-parametric regressions: Losses, December
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period for share pack-
ages with prices below the purchase price at the respective day. In these regressions we only include share packages on
calendar dates in december. Coefficients indicate the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period
day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form
Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1 & 1(Decemberijd) = 1. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The
blue line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95
percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The
shaded area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses
could be used to offset gains. Pre reform estimates are based on 68183 investors and 18.5 million holding period share
package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 45511 investors and 7.3 million holding period share package
observations.
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Figure 13: Heterogeneity w.r.t. age: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for investor experience stemming from non-parametric regressions for
each day of the holding period. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate
by how much an additional year in age shifts the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day.
Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd =
β0 + β1Ageid + Covariatesijdγ + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Where Age is the age of the investor on a given calendar date.
Covariates include controls for experience, gender, income category, wealth category, working in the financial sector, having
a doctoral degree, and being self-employed. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents
estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.
The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded area displays 95
percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform
estimates are based on 63743 investors and 91 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates
are based on 51244 investors and 72 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 14: Heterogeneity w.r.t. age: Losses
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for investor experience stemming from non-parametric regressions for
each day of the holding period. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate
by how much an additional year in age shifts the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day.
Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd =
β0 + β1Ageid + Covariatesijdγ + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Where Age is the age of the investor on a respective calendar-
day date. Covariates include controls for experience, gender, income category, wealth category, working in the financial
sector, having a doctoral degree, and being self-employed. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line
represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent
confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded
red area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were
taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 70783 investors and 176 million holding period share package observations.
Post reform estimates are based on 52290 investors and 76 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 15: Heterogeneity w.r.t. experience: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for investor experience stemming from non-parametric regressions for each
day of the holding period. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate by
how much an additional year in experience shifts the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day.
Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd =
β0 + β1Expid + Covariatesijdγ + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Where Exp is measured by the number of years the investor
has a depot at that bank. Covariates include controls for age, birthyear (i.e. cohort), gender, income category, wealth
category, working in the financial sector, having a doctoral degree, and being self-employed. All estimation details are
described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The
shaded area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were
bought after 2009. The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last
day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 63743 investors and 91 million holding period share
package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 51244 investors and 72 million holding period share package
observations.
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Figure 16: Heterogeneity w.r.t. experience: Losses
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Post Pre
Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for investor experience stemming from non-parametric regressions for each
day of the holding period. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate by
how much an additional year in experience shifts the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day.
Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd =
β0 +β1Expid +Covariatesijdγ+εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Where Exp is measured by the number of years the investor has a
depot at that bank. Covariates include controls for age, birthyear (i.e. cohort), gender, income category, wealth category,
working in the financial sector, having a doctoral degree, and being self-employed. All estimation details are described in
section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue
area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought
after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last
day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 70783 investors and 176 million holding period share
package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 52290 investors and 76 million holding period share package
observations.
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Figure 17: Heterogeneity w.r.t. gender: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for a male dummy in the non-parametric regressions for each day of the
holding period. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the difference in
selling probability of a share-package between men and women. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard
errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 +β1Malei +Covariatesijdγ+εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1 where
Male is a dummy variable indicating whether an investor is male or not. Covariates include controls for age, birthyear
(i.e. cohort), experience, income category, wealth category, working in the financial sector, having a doctoral degree, and
being self-employed. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β1 for share
packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red line
represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent
confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates
are based on 63743 investors and 91 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates are based
on 51244 investors and 72 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 18: Heterogeneity w.r.t. gender: Losses
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for a male dummy in the non-parametric regressions for each day of the
holding period. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the difference in
selling probability of a share-package between man and woman. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard
errors stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + β1Malei + Covariatesijdγ + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1.
Where Male is a dummy variable indicating whether an investor is male or not. Covariates include controls for age,
birthyear (i.e. cohort), experience, income category, wealth category, working in the financial sector, having a doctoral
degree, and being self-employed. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates
for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.
The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95
percent confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform
estimates are based on 70783 investors and 176 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates
are based on 52290 investors and 76 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 19: Heterogeneity w.r.t. price-change magnitude: Gains
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Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for the size of a gain from non-parametric regressions for each day of the
holding period. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate by how much an
additional percentage point increase in the price increases the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-
period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the form
Sellijd = β0 +β1Changeijd + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Where Changeijd is measured as
pijtd−pij0d
pij0d
. All estimation details
are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009.
The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages
which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.The vertical red line at day 365
marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 63887 investors and 94 million holding
period share package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 51309 investors and 72 million holding period share
package observations.
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Figure 20: Heterogeneity w.r.t. price-change magnitude: Losses
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Post Pre
Notes: This figure displays coefficient estimates for the size of a gain from non-parametric regressions for each day of the
holding period. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate by how much an
additional percentage point decrease in the price changes the probability that a share-package is sold on this holding-period
day. Note since the change for losses is negative, negative values mean that share packages with higher losses are sold with
a higher probability. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of the
form Sellijd = β0 + β1Changeijd + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Where Changeijd is measured as
pijtd−pij0d
pij0d
. All estimation
details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before
2009. The shaded blue area displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The red line represents estimates for β1 for share
packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded red area displays 95 percent confidence intervals.The vertical red
line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Pre reform estimates are based on 71283 investors and
199 million holding period share package observations. Post reform estimates are based on 52438 investors and 78 million
holding period share package observations.
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Figure 21: Disposition effect around time discontinuity
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Notes: This figure displays estimates for the average difference in selling probability between gains and losses on each day
of the holding period. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions of
the form Sellijd = β0 + β1Gainijd + εijd. All estimation details are described in section 5.5. The blue line represents
estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence interval.
The red line represents estimates for β1 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded area displays 95
percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable prior to 2009.
Pre reform estimates are based on 72565 investors and 301 million holding period share package observations. Post reform
estimates are based on 55847 investors and 152 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 22: Disposition effect: Gain coefficients relative to loss coefficients
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Notes: This figure displays estimates for the relative difference in selling probability between gains and losses on each day of
the holding period. That is the the coefficient of the gain dummy is divided by the constant. Standard errors are calculated
using the delta method. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a series of regressions
of the form Sellijd = β0 + β1Gainijd + εijd. All estimation details are described in section 5.5. The blue line represents
estimates for β1/β0 for share packages which were bought before 2009. The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence
interval. The red line represents estimates for β1/β0 for share packages which were bought after 2009. The shaded area
displays 95 percent confidence intervals. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable
prior to 2009. Pre reform estimates are based on 72565 investors and 301 million holding period share package observations.
Post reform estimates are based on 55847 investors and 152 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 23: Disposition effect around time discontinuity: DiD model
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Notes: This figure displays difference in difference estimates for the average difference in selling probability between gains
and losses on each day of the holding period. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from a
series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + β1Pre+ β21(Gainijd) + β3Pre× 1(Gainijd) + εijd. All estimation details
are described in section 5.5. The blue line represents estimates for β3. The shaded area displays 95 percent confidence
interval. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable prior to 2009. Estimates are based
on 87948 investors and 494 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 24: Non-parametric regressions by year: Gains, pre Years 1999-2001
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Notes: This figure displays non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the years
1999-2001. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability that a
share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from
a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day of the
holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The vertical
red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Estimates for 1999 are based on 20612 investors and
12.2 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2000 are based on 28495 investors and 8.3 million
holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2001 are based on 20889 investors and 4.9 million holding period
share package observations.
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Figure 25: Non-parametric regressions by year: Gains, pre years 2002-2004
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Notes: This figure displays non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the years
2002-2004. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability that a
share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from
a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day of the
holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The vertical
red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Estimates for 2002 are based on 19197 investors and
7.9 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2003 are based on 21058 investors and 13.3 million
holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2004 are based on 24235 investors and 13.3 million holding period
share package observations.
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Figure 26: Non-parametric regressions by year: Gains, pre Years 2005-2007
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2005-2007. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors
stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each
day of the holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0.
The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Estimates for 2005 are based on 25330
investors and 16.2 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2006 are based on 28439 investors and
15.0 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2007 are based on 21639 investors and 5.6 million
holding period share package observations.
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Figure 27: Non-parametric regressions by year: Gains, post years 2009-2011
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Notes:This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2009-2011. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors
stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each
day of the holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0.
The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Estimates for 2009 are based on 19434
investors and 11.8 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2010 are based on 22948 investors and
10.2 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2011 are based on 22217 investors and 10.4 million
holding period share package observations.
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Figure 28: Non-parametric regressions by year: Gains, post years 2012-2014
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Notes: This figure displays non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the years
2012-2014. Included are share packages with prices above the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability that a
share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem from
a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Gainijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day of the
holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The vertical
red line at day 365 marks the last day in which gains were taxable. Estimates for 2012 are based on 19542 investors and
10.0 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2013 are based on 22151 investors and 13.7 million
holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2014 are based on 22391 investors and 12.7 million holding period
share package observations.
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Figure 29: Non-parametric regressions by year: Losses, pre years 1999-2001
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 1999-2001. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem
from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day of the
holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The vertical
red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could be used to offset gains. Estimates for 1999 are based on 20057
investors and 10.5 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2000 are based on 44730 investors and
62.6 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2001 are based on 33830 investors and 34.4 million
holding period share package observations.
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Figure 30: Non-parametric regressions by year: Losses, pre years 2002-2004
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2002-2004. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors
stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day
of the holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The
vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could be used to offset gains. Estimates for 2002 are based
on 26874 investors and 20.6 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2003 are based on 17801
investors and 7.7 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2004 are based on 23738 investors and
12.1 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 31: Non-parametric regressions by year: Losses, pre years 2005-2007
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2005-2007. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors stem
from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day of the
holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The vertical
red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could be used to offset gains. Estimates for 2005 are based on 21693
investors and 8.5 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2006 are based on 28834 investors and
15.7 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2007 are based on 31098 investors and 30.1 million
holding period share package observations.
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Figure 32: Non-parametric regressions by year: Losses, post years 2009-2011
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2009-2011. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors
stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each
day of the holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for
β0. The vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could be used to offset gains (prior to 2009).
Estimates for 2009 are based on 15224 investors and 5.6 million holding period share package observations. Estimates
for 2010 are based on 23815 investors and 13.4 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2011
are based on 27218 investors and 21.3 million holding period share package observations.
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Figure 33: Non-parametric regressions by year: Losses, post years 2012-2014
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Notes: This figure displays the non-parametric regression estimates for each day of the holding period separately for the
years 2012-2014. Included are share packages with prices below the purchase price. Coefficients indicate the probability
that a share-package is sold on this holding-period day. Coefficients and on the investor level clustered standard errors
stem from a series of regressions of the form Sellijd = β0 + εijd if 1(Lossijd) = 1. Regressions are estimated for each day
of the holding period. All estimation details are described in section 5.4. The blue line represents estimates for β0. The
vertical red line at day 365 marks the last day in which losses could be used to offset gains (prior to 2009). Estimates
for 2012 are based on 19353 investors and 10.1 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2013 are
based on 19844 investors and 8.1 million holding period share package observations. Estimates for 2014 are based on 21851
investors and 11.0 million holding period share package observations.
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